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Abstract
Inheritance is a useful mechanism for factoring and reusing
code. However, it has limitations for building extensible sys-
tems. We describe nested inheritance, a mechanism that ad-
dresses some of the limitations of ordinary inheritance and
other code reuse mechanisms. Using our experience with
an extensible compiler framework, we show how nested in-
heritance can be used to construct highly extensible software
frameworks. The essential aspects of nested inheritance are
formalized in a simple object-oriented language with an op-
erational semantics and type system. The type system of this
language is sound, so no run-time type checking is required
to implement it and no run-time type errors can occur. We
describe our implementation of nested inheritance as an unob-
trusive extension of the Java language, called Jx. Our proto-
type implementation translates Jx code to ordinary Java code,
without duplicating inherited code.
1 Introduction
Conventional language mechanisms do not adequately support
the reuse and extension of existing code. Libraries and mod-
ule systems are perhaps the most widely used mechanisms for
code reuse; a given library can be used by any code that re-
spects its interface. Inheritance adds more power: it enables
frameworks, class libraries that can be reused with some mod-
ifications or extensions. But these mechanisms do not ade-
quately support our goal of scalable extensibility: the ability
to extend a body of code while writing new code proportional
to the differences in functionality.
In our work on the Polyglot extensible compiler frame-
work [26], we found that ordinary object-oriented inheritance
and method dispatch do not adequately support extensibility.
Because inheritance operates on one class at a time, some
kinds of code reuse are difficult or impossible. For example,
inheritance does not support extension of an existing class li-
brary by adding a given field or method to all subclasses of a
given class. Inheritance is also inadequate for extending a set
of classes whose objects interact according to some protocol,
a pattern that occurs in many domains ranging from compilers
to user interface toolkits. It can be difficult to use inheritance
to reuse and extend interdependent classes.
Nested inheritance is a language mechanism designed to
support scalable extensibility. Nested inheritance creates an
interaction between containment and inheritance. When a con-
This technical report expands on the paper of the same name appearing in OOP-
SLA 2004. The only significant difference is the inclusion of the appendix con-
taining proofs of soundness, starting on page 19.
tainer (a namespace such as a class or package) is inherited, all
of its components—even nested containers—are inherited too.
In addition, inheritance and subtyping relationships among
these components are preserved in the derived container. By
deriving one container from another, inheritance relationships
may be concisely constructed among many contained classes.
To avoid surprises when extending a base system, it is im-
portant that inherited code remain type-safe in its new context;
further, type safety should be enforced statically. Nested in-
heritance supports sound compile-time type checking. This
soundness is not easily obtained, because for extensibility,
types mentioned in inherited code need to be interpreted dif-
ferently in the new, inheriting context. Two new type con-
structs make sound reinterpretation of types possible: depen-
dent classes and prefix types.
We have designed a new language, Jx, which adds nested
inheritance to Java. Jx demonstrates that nested inheritance in-
tegrates smoothly into an existing object-oriented language: it
is a lightweight mechanism that supports scalable extensibil-
ity, yet it is hardly noticeable to the novice programmer.
Many language extensions and design patterns have been
proposed or implemented to address the limitations of in-
heritance, including virtual classes [21, 22, 34], mixins [2],
mixin layers [32], delegation layers [30], higher-order hierar-
chies [10], and open classes [6]. A relationship between con-
tainment and inheritance is also introduced by virtual classes
and higher-order hierarchies [10], but there are two key dif-
ferences. First, unlike virtual classes, nested inheritance is
statically type-safe; no run-time type checking is required to
implement it. Second, nested inheritance associates nested
classes with their containing classes rather than with objects
of those classes.
The rest of this paper explores nested inheritance in more
depth. Section 2 discusses why existing language mechanisms
do not solve the problems that nested inheritance addresses.
Section 3 presents nested inheritance. Section 4 describes the
design of Jx and discusses adding nested inheritance to Java.
We have implemented a prototype Jx compiler, described in
Section 5. Because Jx is complex, a simpler language that
captures the essence of nested inheritance is presented in Sec-
tion 6, including its formal semantics and static type safety
results. Section 7 discusses more broadly related work, and
Section 8 concludes.
2 Scalable extensibility
Various programming language features support code reuse,
including inheritance, parametric polymorphism, and mixins.
But when code is reused, the programmer often finds that ex-
tension is not scalable: the amount of new code needed to ob-
tain the desired changes in behavior is disproportionate to the
perceived degree of change. More expressive language mech-
anisms are needed to make extension scalable.
2.1 Procedures vs. types
One reason why extension is often not scalable is the well-
known difficulty of extending both types and the procedures
that manipulate them [31, 37]. Object-oriented languages
make it easy to add new types but not new procedures (meth-
ods) that operate on them; functional programming style
makes it easy to add new procedures but not new types.
Extensions to an existing body of code are often sparse
in the sense that new types that are added can be treated in
a boilerplate way by most procedures, and the new proce-
dures that are added have interesting behavior for only a few
of the types on which they operate. However, standard pro-
gramming methods cannot exploit this sparsity. In an object-
oriented style, it is easy to add new classes, but to add new
methods it is necessary to modify existing code, often dupli-
cating the boilerplate code. In typical functional style, adding
new functions that manipulate data is straightforward (assum-
ing that the data representation is not encapsulated behind a
module boundary), but modifying existing functions to handle
new data types again requires modifying existing code.
This conflict is particularly noticeable in the context of an
extensible compiler, where new types are added in the form of
new abstract syntax nodes, and new procedures are added in
the form of new compiler passes. With the usual strategy for
compiler implementation, adding new abstract syntax requires
changes to all passes, even if the new node types are relevant
to only a few passes. Similarly, adding a new pass may require
changes to all nodes, even if the pass interacts in an interesting
way with only a few node types. Thus, the conflict between
extending procedures and types creates an incentive to struc-
ture a compiler as a few complex passes rather than as a larger
number of simple passes, resulting in a less modular compiler
that is harder to understand, maintain, and reuse. Similar prob-
lems arise in other application domains, such as user interface
toolkits.
Inheritance is a useful mechanism for extensibility because
adding new types becomes more scalable: in general, a new
type can inherit default behavior from some existing, similar
type. However, inheritance does not handle extensions that
need to add new fields or methods to an existing inheritance
hierarchy in a uniform way. Some existing language mecha-
nisms do help [6, 32, 30] but they do not solve the extensibility
problems that we have encountered in developing Polyglot.
2.2 Hooks and extensibility
Making code extensible requires careful design so that the ex-
tension implementer has available the right hooks: interposi-
tion points at which new behavior or state can be added. How-
ever, there is often a price to pay: these hooks can often clut-
ter or obfuscate the base code. One way to provide hooks is
through language mechanisms that provide some kind of para-
metric genericity, such as parameterized types [20], parameter-
ized mixins [2], and functors [24]. Explicit parameterization
over types, classes, or modules precisely describes the ways
in which extension is permitted. However, it is often an awk-
ward way to achieve extensibility, especially when a number
of modules are designed in conjunction with one another and
have mutual dependencies. It is often difficult to decide which
explicit parameters to introduce for purposes of future exten-
sion, and the overhead of declaring and using parameters can
be awkward.
Inheritance embodies a different approach to extensibility.
By giving names to methods, the programmer creates less ob-
trusive, implicit parameters that can be overridden when the
code is reused. Nested inheritance builds on this insight by
enabling nested classes to be used as hooks too.
3 Nested inheritance
Nested inheritance is a statically safe inheritance mechanism
designed to be applicable to object-oriented languages that,
like Java [13] or C++ [33], support nested classes or other con-
tainment mechanisms such as packages or namespaces. We
have designed a language, Jx, that extends Java with nested
inheritance. In this section, we concentrate on describing the
nested inheritance mechanism, ignoring details of its interac-
tion with Java and its implementation. These issues are dis-
cussed in Sections 4 and 5.
3.1 Overview
There are two key ideas behind nested inheritance. The first
idea is similar to Ernst’s higher-order hierarchies [10] and is
related to virtual classes [21, 22]: a class inherits all members
of its superclass—not only methods, but also nested classes
and any subclass relationships among them.As with ordinary
inheritance, the meaning of code inherited from the superclass
is as if it were copied down from the superclass. A subclass
may override any of the members it inherits. Like virtual
classes, when a nested class is overridden, the overriding class
does not replace the class it overrides, but instead enhances it.
Thus, an overriding class is a subclass of the class it overrides,
inheriting all its members. We extend this notion in one impor-
tant way: the overriding class is not only a subclass but also a
subtype of the class it overrides. This feature allows more op-
portunities for code reuse than with virtual classes or higher-
order hierarchies. In addition, nested inheritance provides a
form of virtual superclasses [22, 8], permitting the subclass
relationships among the nested classes to be preserved when
inherited into a new container class.1 This feature allows new
class members to be mixed in to a nested class by overriding
its base class.
The second key idea in nested inheritance is a rich lan-
guage for expressing types so that when code is inherited,
types are reinterpreted in the context of the inheriting class.
The innovation is an intuitive way to name types that gives
the expressive power of virtual classes while also permitting
sound typing.
Nested inheritance largely eliminates the need for factory
methods [12] and other design patterns that address the prob-
lem of scalable extensibility [26]. Thus, a container such as a
class or package may contain several nested classes or nested
packages that depend on each other in complex ways. When
the container is extended and individual components overrid-
den, interactions between the components are preserved in the
derived container.
The strength of nested inheritance as an extension mech-
anism is that it requires less advance planning to reuse code.
Every class and method provides a hook for further extension,
1Note that the similar-sounding term “virtual base class” is used by C++ but
has a very different meaning.
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class A {
class B { int x; }
class C extends B {...}
int m(B b) {
return b.x;
}
C n() {
return new C();
}
}
class A2 extends A {
class B { int y; }
int m(B b) {
return b.x + b.y;
}
}
Figure 1: Nested inheritance example
so less programmer overhead is needed to identify the possi-
ble ways in which the code can be extended than in the functor
and mixin approaches.
In this paper, nested inheritance is presented in the con-
text of Java’s nested classes. However, the same mechanism
applies equally well to packages or other namespace abstrac-
tions. In the Jx language, packages may have a declared in-
heritance relationship; they act very much like classes whose
components are all static. Section 3.7 discusses packages in
more detail.
In Java, nested classes can be either inner classes or static
nested classes. An instance of an inner class has a reference
to an enclosing instance of its containing class; static nested
classes do not have this pointer. This distinction is discussed
further in Section 4.5. In the following discussion, we con-
sider all nested classes to be static nested classes. This choice
allows the mechanism to be applicable to classes nested within
packages, which have no run-time instances.
3.2 A simple example
Consider the Java-like code in Figure 1. Because class A con-
tains nested classes B and C, its subclass A2 inherits nested
classes B and C where the nested classes A2.B and A2.C are
subclasses of A.B and A.C, respectively. Class A2 explicitly
declares a nested class B, overriding A.B; declarations within
A2.B (such as the instance variable y) extend A.B as if A2.B
were an explicitly declared subclass of A.B. Class C is inher-
ited into A2 as the implicit class A2.C. The programmer writes
no code for A2.C; it is a subclass of both A2.B and A.C.
Subclass and subtype relationships are preserved by inher-
itance. For example, in Figure 1, the class A2.C is a subclass
(and a subtype) of A2.B because A.C is a subclass of A.B. In
addition, the constructor call new C() constructs an object of
the class A2.C when the method n is invoked on an object of
class A2.
Types named in inherited code are reinterpreted in the in-
heriting context. For example, the argument of the method m
in the class A has type B, meaning A.B in the context of A.
But when inherited into the class A2, the argument type be-
comes A2.B because the meaning of the name B is reinter-
preted in the inheriting context. With this change, A2 might
not seem to conform to A because an argument method type
has changed covariantly. However, subtyping between A2 and
A is still sound because the type system ensures the m method
can only be called when its argument is known to be from the
same implementation of A as the method receiver.
3.3 Compiler example
Figures 2 and 3 suggest how nested inheritance can be used
to build an extensible compiler. Figure 2 gives simplified code
class Java {
class Expr {
Type type;
void accept(Visitor v) {
v.visitExpr(this);
}
}
class Plus extends Expr {
Expr left, right;
void accept(Visitor v) {
left.accept(v);
right.accept(v);
v.visitPlus(this);
}
}
class Visitor {
void visitExpr(Expr e) { }
void visitPlus(Plus b) { }
}
class TypeChecker extends Visitor {
void visitPlus(Plus p) {
if (...) { p.type = Int; } else ...
}
}
}
Figure 2: Base compiler code
class Jif extends Java {
class Expr { Label lbl; }
class Label extends Expr { ... }
class Visitor {
void visitLabel(Label l) { }
}
class TypeChecker extends Visitor {
void visitPlus(Plus p) {
super.visitPlus(p);
p.lbl = p.left.lbl.join(p.right.lbl);
}
}
}
Figure 3: Jif extension
for an ordinary Java compiler. Figure 3 uses nested inheritance
to create a compiler for a language like Jif [25] that extends
Java with information flow labels. This code uses the visitor
pattern [12], in which compiler passes such as type checking
are factored out into separate visitor objects, and boilerplate
tree traversal is found in accept methods. The Expr and
Plus classes implement abstract syntax tree (AST) nodes, and
TypeChecker implements the type-checking pass, inheriting
common functionality from its superclass Visitor.
Nested inheritance is effective for building this kind of
extensible system. By adding a field lbl to the class Expr,
every kind of expression node, including Plus, acquires this
field. Similarly, adding a visitLabel method to Visitor
causes every visitor, such as TypeChecker, to acquire this
new method. The method TypeChecker.visitPlus can be
then overridden to perform additional static checking on labels
in addition to the ordinary type checking it performs by dele-
gating to the superclass Java.TypeChecker. Note that the
overridden visitPlus method expects a Jif.Plus, which
has a lbl field, rather than a Java.Plus, which does not.
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class A {
class B {...}
class C extends This.B {...}
int m(this.class.B b) {
return b.x;
}
this.class.C n() {
return new this.class.C();
}
}
Figure 4: Desugared version of class A from Figure 1
This example is suggestive of how nested inheritance
could be used to implement the actual Polyglot and Jif compil-
ers. Note that Jif.Expr and Java.Expr are different classes
and both classes can coexist within the same compiler, permit-
ting Jif abstract syntax trees to be translated to Java ASTs.
3.4 Naming types
The examples in Figures 1–3 look very much like Java; a Java
programmer could be excused for not noticing the discrepan-
cies. In fact, Jx is mostly backward compatible with Java: a
Java program is a valid Jx program as long as nested classes are
declared final or their containing classes are not subclassed.
However, Jx obtains additional expressive power from new
syntax for naming types (which is not shown in Figures 1–
3). This syntax can be seen in Figure 4, which shows the class
A from Figure 1 in a desugared form.
Class A.C is declared to extend This.B. When This is
used in a declaration, it refers to the most specific class that
inherits that declaration. In the body of A, This resolves to A
and This.B therefore resolves to A.B. When C is inherited into
A2, This.B is reinterpreted in the context of A2 and resolves
to A2.B. Thus, A.C is a subclass of A.B and A2.C is a subclass
of A2.B.
Returning to Figure 1, observe that the method m takes a
formal parameter of type B. Since A2.B is a subclass of A.B,
one might try to write unsafe code like the following, which
passes an A.B to the method A2.m:
A a = new A2();
A.B b = new A.B();
a.m(b);
Because A.B does not have a y field, the behavior of the mem-
ory access b.y in the method m would be undefined. For this
reason the above code does not type-check in Jx. Of course,
this potential unsoundness results because the formal argu-
ment type is changed covariantly in the subclass A2. The vir-
tual class mechanism in Beta [21] is unsound for precisely this
reason, and therefore Beta requires a run-time check at method
invocation. These checks create run-time overhead, but more
importantly, they can lead to unexpected run-time errors. Our
approach is instead to introduce a dependent type mechanism
that ensures programs are statically safe and thus do not need
run-time checks.
In Figure 1, the method A.m is declared with a formal
parameter of type B, which is syntactic sugar for the type
this.class.B, as shown in Figure 4. The dependent class
this.class denotes the run-time class of the expression
this, but not any subclass of the run-time class of this. As
with ordinary non-dependent classes, a nested class can be se-
lected from this.class. If the run-time class of this is A2,
then this.class.B is really the class A2.B. If, at run time,
this is an instance of class A, then this.class.B is A.B, but
not A2.B.
Declaring the method parameter for m as this.class.B
ensures that m in A2.B cannot be called with a superclass of
A2.B. Callers of m must demonstrate that the method is in-
voked with a B selected from the receiver’s class. In the fol-
lowing (safe) code, the variable a contains a value with run-
time class A2.
final A a = new A2();
final a.class.B b = new a.class.B();
a.m(b);
To call the method m with receiver a, the caller must pass an
argument of type a.class.B. Even if the receiver has static
type A2, it is illegal to invoke m with an A2.B, since the ac-
tual run-time class of the receiver may be a subtype of A2 that
overrides A2.m. The argument must have the type a.class.B.
Note that a must be declared final to ensure its run-time class
does not change.
In general, a dependent class is of the form p.class,
where p is a final access path: either a final local vari-
able (including formal parameters and this) or a field access
p′.f, where p′ is a final access path and f is a final field.
The run-time class of an object specified by a final access
path does not change.
The dependent type this.class is similar to the MyType
(self type) construct of LOOM [3] and PolyTOIL [5]. The
key difference is that with MyType, an instance of a subtype
of MyType may be assigned to a variable of type MyType.
Although MyType is covariant with respect to the subclass-
ing relationship, the type MyType may be used as a method
parameter type because subtyping and subclassing are decou-
pled. The dependent class p.class is also closely related to
the path dependent type p.type in the νObj calculus [28] and
in the Scala [27]; however p.type is a singleton type, mean-
ing the only member of the type is the object referenced by
p. p.class is not a singleton. In particular, one can cre-
ate new instances of the class through the new operator (e.g.,
new p.class(...)).
While subclasses of the static type of a are not subtypes
of a.class, the same is not true of classes selected rela-
tive to a.class. In particular, a.class.C is a subtype of
a.class.B, and therefore the call a.m(b) above is permitted.
3.5 Prefix types
Now consider the code in Figure 2, in which the classes
Expr and Visitor are mutually recursive because of their
respective accept and visitExpr methods. The class Jif
extends Java, overriding both classes, so Jif.Expr and
Jif.Visitor are mutually dependent in the same way as
Java.Expr and Java.Visitor.
For code reuse, Expr and Visitor need to be able refer
to each other without hard-coding the name of their enclosing
class Java. Our solution is a type system that gives the ability
to name the enclosing class of a given value.
For a non-dependent class P, and arbitrary class T , the pre-
fix type P[T] is the innermost enclosing class of T that is a
subclass of P. Prefix types permit an unambiguous way of
naming containers. For example, assuming the variable b has
the static type A.B, then A[b.class] is the container of the
run-time class of the value in b; if b contains a value of run-
time class A2.B, then A[b.class] is the class A2.
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In Figure 2 the method Expr.accept has a parameter with
the (desugared) prefix type Java[this.class].Visitor,
and Visitor.visitExpr has a parameter with the prefix type
Java[this.class].Expr. When accept is invoked on a
Java.Expr, it expects an argument of type Java.Visitor,
but when invoked on a Jif.Expr, it expects Jif.Visitor.
Thus, the relationship among the component classes is pre-
served. References to Expr within Visitor in Figure 2
are merely sugar for Java[this.class].Expr, and con-
versely for references to Visitor within Expr. No in-
stance of the class Java need be in scope to use the type
Java[this.class].Expr. This syntax thus makes it possi-
ble to refer to other classes in the current package even though
packages do not have instances.
3.6 Overriding the superclass
When overriding a class in a containing class, the programmer
can change the superclass. This feature allows new function-
ality to be mixed in to several classes in the new containing
class without code duplication.
The superclass of a nested class bounds the type of the
nested class. Overriding the superclass permits this bound to
be tightened, enabling a virtual type-like pattern. In particular,
if D is a nested class that extends some other class C, then D is
like a virtual type, bounded by C; when D’s container is sub-
classed, the superclass of D can be modified to be a subclass of
the original superclass of D. This has the effect of making the
virtual type D more precise in the container’s subclass.
3.7 Package inheritance
The language mechanisms described for nested inheritance ap-
ply to packages as well as to classes. Indeed, we expect nested
inheritance of packages to be the most common use of nested
inheritance.
In Jx, packages, like classes, may have a declared inheri-
tance relationship. If package P2 extends package P, then P2
inherits all members of package P, including nested packages.2
The declaration that P2 extends P is made in a special source
file in the package P2, which facilitates separate compilation
by allowing the package P to be ignorant of its descendants.
The declaration is not made in each separate source file of the
package P2, since doing so would duplicate package inher-
itance declarations, introducing possible inconsistencies and
making modification of the inheritance relationship more dif-
ficult.
Prefix types extend to accommodate packages: if P is
a package name and T is an arbitrary class, then P[T] is
the innermost enclosing package of T that is derived from
P. Prefix types may also appear in import declarations.
For example, consider a package P with nested packages
Q and R, and a source file in Q that imports classes from
R. To allow code reuse via nested inheritance, these classes
must be imported without hard-coding the names of their en-
closing packages. The source file in Q uses the declaration
import P[Package].R.* to import the appropriate classes.
The keyword Package refers to the package of the most spe-
cific class that inherits the import declaration, analogous to the
use of This in a declaration to denote the most specific class
that inherits that declaration. We use the name Package since
neither This nor this are in scope at import declarations.
2Nested packages are called subpackages in Java [13]. We refrain from using
this term to avoid confusion between nested packages and derived packages.
Dependent classes, on the other hand, do not need to be
extended to handle packages because packages do not have
run-time instances.
3.8 Genericity
Nested inheritance is intended to be a mechanism for exten-
sibility and not for genericity. Jx is an extension of Java and,
as of version 1.5, Java already has a genericity mechanism,
parameterized types.
Nested inheritance as presented above does not provide an
abstract type construct. To use virtual types for genericity, ab-
stract types are used to equate a virtual type with a class. For
example, the following code fragment implements a generic
List class and a List of Integers, IntList, in a hypothet-
ical extension of Jx with abstract types.
class List {
abstract class T extends Object { }
void add(this.class.T x) { ... }
}
class IntList extends List {
class T = Integer;
}
By declaring IntList.T to be an alias for Integer, the add
method may be called with an argument of type Integer.
Without abstract types, the best that can be done using nested
classes is to declare IntList.T as
class T extends Integer { }
But in this case, only instances of IntList.T can be added
to an IntList, not instances of the Integer class. However,
a list of Integer can be implemented more succinctly as the
parameterized type List<Integer>.
3.9 Final binding
As in Java, classes in Jx may be declared final to prevent
the class from being subclassed. This naturally extends to
nested inheritance be requiring that a final nested class can
be neither subclassed explicitly with an extends declaration
nor overridden in a subclass of its enclosing class. This final
binding of nested classes is useful for enabling optimizations
and for modeling purposes. In addition, virtual classes in Beta
may be inherited from only if they are final bound. Jx does
not permit inheritance from dependent classes and thus this
restriction is not needed.
Final classes also enable backward compatibility with
Java; if all nested classes are final, a Jx program is a legal
Java program.
4 Interactions with Java
Nested inheritance introduces several new features that are dis-
cussed in Section 3. It is worth discussing how these features
interact with some existing object-oriented programming fea-
tures in Java.
4.1 Conformance
In Jx, a class conforms to its superclass under the same rules
as in Java: a method’s parameter types and return type must be
identical in both classes. In principle this rule could be relaxed
to permit covariant refinement of method return types, but we
have not explored this relaxation.
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class A {
class B {
int m() { return 0; }
}
class B2 extends B {
int m() { return 1; }
}
}
class A2 extends A {
class B {
int m() { return 2; }
}
}
class A2 extends A {
class Binh {
int m() { return 0; }
}
class B extends Binh {
int m() { return 2; }
}
class B2inh extends B {
int m() { return 1; }
}
}
(a) Original code (b) A2 with implicit classes
shown in italics
Figure 5: Method dispatch example
A2
A.B2
A.B
A
A.B2
A.B
A2.B2
A2.B
Figure 6: Dispatch order
4.2 Method dispatch
In Java, method calls are dispatched to the method body in the
most specific class of the receiver that implements the method.
In the code in Figure 5(a), both A2.B and A.B2 override A.B’s
implementation of m. The implicit class A2.B2 inherits m from
both A.B2 and A2.B. Which of the two implementations is the
most specific?
The same issue arises in languages that support multiple
inheritance. For example, in C++ this situation is considered
an error. However, because nested inheritance introduces im-
plicit classes, this rule would effectively prevent a class from
overriding any methods of a class it overrides, since its implicit
subclasses would inherit both implementations.
Instead, we exploit the structure of the inheritance mech-
anism. When A is subclassed to A2, if B is not overridden, it
is an implicit class of A2. We write this class A2.Binh. Now
when A2.B is declared, overriding A.B, we can consider its im-
mediate superclass to be not A.B, but rather the implicit class
A2.Binh inherited into A2. We can think of the code for A2 in
Figure 5(a) as the code in Figure 5(b). Thus, in order from
most to least specific, the classes in A2 are: A2.B2inh, A2.B,
and A2.Binh, or equivalently: A.B2, A2.B, and A.B. This dis-
patch order is depicted in Figure 6.
This dispatch order is not chosen arbitrarily: A.B2 should
be dispatched to before A2.B because the B2 classes are spe-
cializations of the B classes, and thus all B2 classes should be
class A {
class B { }
class B2 extends B {
int m() {...}
}
}
class A2 extends A {
class B {
Object m() {...}
}
class B2 extends B {
void n() {
m(); // A.B2.m() or
// A2.B.m()?!
}
}
}
Figure 7: Name conflict example
regarded as being more specific than any B class. The same
dispatch order is used in delegation layers [30].
4.3 Naming conflicts
To support separate compilation of classes, Jx needs a mech-
anism for resolving naming conflicts. Naming conflicts arise
when there are two classes that have a common ancestor and
no subclassing relationship between them, and both classes de-
clare a field or method with the same name.
For example, consider the code in Figure 7. The classes
A.B2 and A2.B have a common ancestor A.B, and both de-
clare a method m(), but with incompatible return types. Both
of these method declarations are allowed, because in general,
each class could be compiled independently of the other—
particularly, if the container A were a package instead of a
class. However, in the method body of A2.B2.n(), it is not
clear which method m() is referred to. In addition, if A2.B2
wished to override one or both of the methods m(), then the
method declarations need to indicate which method they are
overriding.
Jx resolves naming conflicts for method invocation and
field access by requiring the client to cast the receiver of the
method invocation or field access to a class in which there is
no such conflict. For example, in A2.B2.n(), the method call
((A2.B)this).m() would be permitted, as the name m() is
not in conflict in the class A2.B.
Naming conflicts for method overriding are resolved by
ensuring the overriding method declaration supplies the class
name of an ancestor class on which the overridden method is
defined. For example, if the class A2.B2wished to override the
method m() declared in class A.B2, the method declaration in
A2.B2 would be written int A.B2.m() {...}.
Note that we expect naming conflicts to be exceptional,
rather than the norm; the additional mechanisms required by
Jx to resolve naming conflicts should thus not be overly bur-
densome.
4.4 Constructors
Nested inheritance requires that constructors, like methods,
are inherited by subclasses, so that it is possible to call con-
structors of dependent classes and prefix types. Suppose that
the class A.B contains a constructor that takes an integer as an
argument. Then the following code is permitted:
final A a = new A2();
final a.class.B b = new a.class.B(7);
The expression new a.class.B(7) is allowed because
the statically known type of the variable a is the class A, and
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there is a suitable constructor for the class A.B. However, at
runtime the variable a contains a value of run-time class A2,
and therefore an object of class A2.B is constructed. In order
to be sound, the class A2.B must have a constructor with a
suitable signature. Since A2.B may in general be an implicit
class, A2.B must inherit the constructors of A.B, and of any
other superclasses, in the same way that it inherits methods.
The primary use of constructors is for initializing fields; if
a final field does not have an initializer, then every construc-
tor of the class must ensure that the final field is initialized.
Initializing final fields is particularly important for nested in-
heritance, because some final fields may be used to define de-
pendent classes. Failure to initialize these fields would lead to
unsoundness. Therefore, if a class declares a final field, that
field must either have an initializer, or else all constructors in-
herited from superclasses must be overridden and that field
must be initialized in each constructor.
4.5 Inner classes
We have assumed that nested classes are static and are thus
not inner classes. An instance of a static nested class does not
have a reference to an enclosing instance of its container class.
In Java, these enclosing instances are written P.this, where P
is the name of an enclosing class. Jx can accommodate inner
classes by assigning the type P[this.class] to the enclosing
instance P.this.
Allowing inner classes raises the possibility of extend-
ing Jx to allow dependent classes to appear in the extends
clause of nested classes. For example, if the class A had inner
class B and a final field f, then B could be declared to extend
this.f.class. Dependent classes cannot currently appear in
the extends clause of a nested class, as this is not in scope
during the declaration of a static nested class.
If the use of dependent classes in extends clauses is re-
stricted to this.class or prefixes of this.class, then the
current type system of Jx suffices, because this.class is
equivalent to This when this is in scope. References to en-
closing instances can be implemented as fields of the nested
instance, as is done by javac and by Igarashi and Pierce’s
formalization of inner classes [17]. However, if arbitrary de-
pendent classes are allowed, such as this.f.class, then the
type system of Jx would need to be modified, and the imple-
mentation described later, in Section 5, would need significant
redesign.
5 Implementation
We have implemented a prototype translation from Jx to Java
as a 3700-line extension in the Polyglot compiler frame-
work [26]. The prototype supports class inheritance but not
package inheritance as described in Section 3.7. However, a
design for implementing package inheritance is presented in
Section 5.4. The translation is efficient in that it does not du-
plicate code, although each Jx class, including implicit mem-
ber classes, is represented explicitly in the target language.
5.1 Translating classes
As depicted in Figure 8, each source Jx class (including im-
plicit member classes) is represented in translation by two Java
classes and two Java interfaces: the instance class, the method
interface, the class class, and the static interface.
The instance class for a Jx class C contains the translation
of any methods and constructors declared in C. An object of
instance 
class
class 
class
method 
interface
static 
interface
getClass
new
Figure 8: Target classes and interfaces
A2.B2
(A.B2) (A2.B2)
(A.B) (A2.B)
Figure 9: Representation of an A2.B2 object
the Jx class C is represented at runtime by a collection of in-
stance class objects, one instance class object for C and each
Jx class that C subclasses. The instance objects that represent
C point to each other via dispatch fields. For example, the class
A2.B2 of Figure 5 is represented by four objects as shown in
Figure 9. The instance class also provides methods to dispatch
field accesses and method calls for fields and methods that C
inherits; these dispatch methods simply forward the field ac-
cess or method call to an appropriate instance object of a su-
perclass of C, using the dispatch fields. Note that Java’s normal
method dispatch mechanism cannot be used, because instance
objects of superclasses of C are not superclasses of C’s instance
object. Therefore, the translation must make dispatch explicit.
Each instance class has two constructors: a master con-
structor and a slave constructor. If an object of class C is being
created, then the master constructor of C’s instance class is in-
voked, creating the other instance objects needed to represent
a Jx C object by invoking the necessary slave constructors. The
slave constructor of C’s instance class is invoked when the in-
stance object is being used to represent a subclass of C.
The instance class also contains the translations of the Jx
constructors of C. Jx constructors are translated into methods
in the instance class, which are invoked by the class class (see
below); the translation of constructors into methods facilitates
the inheritance of constructors.
The instance class for C implements the method interface
for C, which declares all methods that C defines, as well as
getter and setter methods for all non-private fields declared in
C. The method interface extends all the method interfaces of
C’s superclasses.
The class class provides means at runtime to both access
type information about C and create new C objects (that is, col-
lections of appropriate instance classes). For every Jx class,
there is a single class class object instantiated at runtime. Ev-
ery instance class has a method that returns the appropriate
class class, analogous to Java’s getClass() method on the
Object class.
Information about C’s superclasses, containing class, and
nested classes is available at runtime for resolving prefix types.
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For example, if v is a Jx object, and a new object of type
P[v.class] needs to be created, via a constructor call new
P[v.class](...), then v’s class class must be interrogated
to find the class class for the most specific enclosing class of
v.class that is a subclass of P. The class class object found
is then used to create the new object: the class class for C has a
method newThis(...) for every constructor declared or in-
herited by C. These methods create a new instance class object
for C, with the master constructor, and then invoke the appro-
priate translated constructor on the instance class object.
The class class also provides a method to test if a given
object is an instance of the Jx class, and a cast(Object o)
method, which throws a ClassCastException if the object
o is not an instance of the Jx class, and returns o otherwise.
These methods are needed to support the translation of casts
and instanceof expressions in the source language.
The class class implements the static interface, which de-
clares all constructors that C declares or inherits. The static
interface extends all static interfaces of C’s superclasses.
All methods on class class objects are invoked via an ap-
propriate static interface. This permits the translation of con-
structor calls on dependent classes. For example, suppose
A2 is a subclass of A. Then A2’s class class implements A’s
static interface. Now, if the variable a has static type A, the
Jx expression new a.class() will be translated to a call to
newThis() on A’s static interface. Supposing that the run-
time class of a is A2, then that method call will actually invoke
newThis() on A2’s class class, and thus create a new instance
of A2.
5.2 Translating methods
A method declaration in a Jx class C is translated into a method
declaration in C’s instance class; any method that C inherits has
a dispatch method created in C’s instance class.
Since a Jx object is represented at runtime by a collection
of instance objects, the source language expression this must
be translated into something other than the target language ex-
pression this, in order to allow method invocations and field
accesses on the Jx object. To achieve this, the translation adds
an additional parameter self to every source language method
and constructor. The self parameter is the translation of the
special variable this and always refers to the master instance
object, the instance object that created the other instance ob-
jects that collectively represent a Jx object.
5.3 Translating fields
A field declaration in a Jx class C is translated into a field
declaration in C’s instance class. Getter and setter methods
are also produced for any non-private fields, which allows the
method dispatch mechanism to be used to access the fields.
Field accesses in Jx code are translated into calls to the getter
and setter methods.
5.4 Translating packages
This section describes a design for translating package inheri-
tance in Jx. This design is not yet implemented.
Packages, like classes, require a means to access type in-
formation about the package at runtime. For a given package
P, the package class for P provides type information about P
to resolve prefix types, analogous to a class class. The pack-
age class is able to provide information about what package
P inherits from, the package that contains P, packages nested
inside P, and classes contained in the package P.
Since a package class needs to know about all classes in
the package, care must be taken to ensure that the classes in a
given package can be compiled separately while guaranteeing
that the package class contains correct information. Correct-
ness can be achieved by generating the package class every
time a class within the package is compiled, under the assump-
tion that all previously compiled classes within the package
are available at that time. Removal of a class from a package
requires the package class to be regenerated. The reflection
mechanism of Java may provide a more flexible mechanism
to ensure the correctness of information provided by package
classes.
6 Simple language model
To explore the soundness of type checking with nested inher-
itance, we developed a simple Java-like language that demon-
strates the core features of nested inheritance with dependent
classes. For simplicity, many features of the full Jx language
are absent. In particular, the language presented here includes
nested classes but not packages. A package can be modeled as
a class in which all classes in the package are nested.
The language is based on Featherweight Java (FJ) [16], but
includes a number of additional features found in the full Java
language—notably, a heap and super calls—needed to model
important features of nested inheritance. We include a heap in
order to model recursive data structures, which interact with
dependent classes in non-trivial ways. The language includes
static nested classes, dependent classes and prefix types.
6.1 Syntax
The syntax of the language is shown in Figure 10. We write~x
to mean the list x1, . . . ,xn and x to mean the set {x1, . . . ,xn} for
some n ≥ 0. A term with list subterms (e.g., ~f =~e) should be
interpreted as a list of those terms (i.e., f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en).
We write #(~x) for the length of~x. The empty list is written [ ].
The singleton list containing x is denoted [x]. We write x,~x for
the list with head x and tail~x, and~x1 ,~x2 for the concatenation
of~x1 and~x2.
A program Pr is a pair 〈L,e〉 of a set of top-level class
declarations L and an expression e, which models the pro-
gram’s main method. To simplify presentation, we assume
a single global top-level class table TCT , which maps top-
level class names C to their corresponding class declarations
class C extends S {L ~F M}.
A class declaration L may include a set of nested class dec-
larations L, a list of fields ~F , and a set of methods M. Fields
are in a list since the order of the fields is important for field
initialization. There are two forms of class declaration L. In
the TCT , a class declaration’s extends clause cannot mention
a dependent class, but it may refer to the type schema This,
which is used to name the enclosing class into which the class
declaration is inherited. During class lookup, This is replaced
with the name of the enclosing class, producing a class decla-
ration with an extends clause of the form extends T .
Types T are either top-level classes C, qualified types T.C,
dependent classes p.class, or prefix types P[T :P.C], where
P denotes a non-dependent class name. A type may depend
on an access path expression p; the dependent class p.class
is the run-time class of the object referred to by access path
p. To be a well-formed type, p must be a final access path;
if p were mutable, the class of the object it refers to could
change at run time, leading to an unsoundness. A prefix type
P[T : P.C] is the innermost enclosing class T ′ of T such that
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Syntax:
programs Pr ::= 〈L,e〉
class declarations L ::= class C extends S {L ~F M}
| class C extends T {L ~F M}
type schemas S ::=C | S.C | This | P[S :P.C]
types T ::=C | T.C | p.class
| P[T :P.C]
simple nested classes P,Q ::=C | P.C
field declarations F ::= [final] T f = e
method declarations M ::= T m(~T ~x) {e}
access paths p ::= v | p. f
base values b ::= `P | null
values v ::= b | x
expressions e ::= p
| final T x = e1; e2
| p. f =[final] e1; e2
| p.m(~v)
| v.superP.m(~v)
| new T as x {~f =~e}
objects o ::= P { f = `P}
typing environments Γ ::= /0 | Γ,x : T
Evaluation contexts:
evaluation contexts E ::= [·]
| final TE x = e1; e2
| final T x = E; e
| E. f
| E. f = e1; e2
| b. f = E; e2
| E.m(~b)
| new TE as x {~f =~e}
type eval contexts TE ::= TE.C
| P[TE :P.C]
| E.class
null eval contexts N ::= null. f
| final TE[null] x = e1; e2
| null. f = b; e
| null.m(~b)
| null.superP.m(~b)
| new TE[null] as x {~f =~e}
Type interpretation:
exact-class(`P.class) = P
exact-class(P[T :P.C]) = prefix(P,exact-class(T ),
exact-class(T ),P.C)
runtime-class(C) =C
runtime-class(T.C) = runtime-class(T ).C
runtime-class(`P.class) = P
runtime-class(P[T :P.C]) = prefix(P,runtime-class(T ),
runtime-class(T ),P.C)
prefix(P,P0,P′.C,P.C) = P′
prefix(P,P0,T,P.C) = prefix(P,P0,next( /0,P0,T ),P.C)
(T 6= P′.C for any P′)
Class lookup:
classes(Γ,T0,P) = Ls
TCT(C) =C ext P {L ~F M}
CT(Γ,T0,C) =C ext P {Ls •L{T0/This} ~F M}
(CT-OUTER)
C ext Ts {L ~F M} ∈ classes(Γ,T,T )
classes(Γ,T0,Ts) = Ls
CT(Γ,T0,T.C) =C ext Ts {Ls •L{T0/This} ~F M}
(CT-NEST)
exact-class(T ) = P
classes(Γ,T0,P) = L
CT(Γ,T0,T ) = ext P {L• /0}
(CT-RUNTIME)
P[T :P.C] 6∈ dom(exact-class) classes(Γ,T0,P) = L
CT(Γ,T0,P[T :P.C]) = ext P {L• /0}
(CT-PRE)
p.class 6∈ dom(exact-class)
Γ ` p final P
classes(Γ,T0,P) = L
CT(Γ,T0, p.class) = ext P {L• /0}
(CT-DEP)
Member class inheritance:
L1 •L2 =
[
C∈dom(L1∪L2)
L1(C)•L2(C)
L(Ci) =
{
Li if Li =Ci ext Ti {Li ~Fi Mi}
absent otherwise
C ext T1 {L1 ~F1 M1}•C ext T2 {L2 ~F2 M2}=
C ext T2 {L1 •L2 ~F2 M2}
C ext T1 {L1 ~F1 M1}•absent =C ext T1 {L1 • /0}
absent •C ext T2 {L2 ~F2 M2}=C ext T2 {L2 ~F2 M2}
Final access paths:
` P wf
` `P final P (F-LOC)
Γ ` T wf
Γ ` null final T (F-NULL)
x : T ∈ Γ
Γ ` x final T (F-VAR)
Γ ` p final T ftype(Γ,T, fi) = final Ti
Γ ` p. fi final Ti{p/this} (F-GET)
Γ ` p final T exact-class(T ) = P exact-class(T ′) = P
Γ ` p final T ′
(F-RUNTIME)
Figure 10: Syntax and class lookup functions
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Superclasses:
CT(Γ,T,T ) =C ext Ts {L ~F M}
super(Γ,T ) = Ts
Nested classes:
classes(Γ,T0,Object) = /0
CT(Γ,T0,T ) =C ext T ′ {L ~F M}
classes(Γ,T0,T ) = L
Fields:
fields(Γ,T0,Object) = [ ]
CT(Γ,T0,T ) =C ext Ts {L ~F M}
next(Γ,T0,T ) = T ′
fields(Γ,T0,T ′) = ~F ′
fields(Γ,T0,T ) = ~F ′ , ~F
fields(Γ,T,T ) = [final] ~T ~f =~e
ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti
fields(Γ,T,T ) = [final] ~T ~f =~e
finit(Γ,T, fi) = ei
fields(Γ,T,T ) = [final] ~T ~f =~e
fnames(Γ,T ) = f
Methods:
CT(Γ,T0,T ) =C ext Ts {L ~F M}
Tr m(~T ~x) {e} ∈ M
method(Γ,T0,T,m) = Tr m(~T ~x) {e}
CT(Γ,T0,T ) =C ext Ts {~L ~F M}
Tr m(~T ~x) {e} 6∈ M
next(Γ,T0,T ) = T ′
method(Γ,T0,T ′,m) = M
method(Γ,T0,T,m) = M
method( /0,T0,T,m) = Tr m(~T ~x) {e}
mbody(T0,T,m) = (~x,e)
method(Γ,T0,T,m) = Tr m(~T ~x) {e}
mtype(Γ,T0,T,m) = (~x : ~T )→ Tr
Operational semantics:
runtime-class(T ) = P
〈H,final T x = b; e〉 −→ 〈H,e{b/x}〉 (R-LET)
H(`P) = P { f = b}
〈H, `P. fi〉 −→ 〈H,bi〉 (R-GET)
H(`P) = P { f = b}
H ′ = H[`P := P { f1 = b1, . . . , fi = b′i, . . . , fn = bn}]
〈H, `P. fi =[final] b′i; e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e〉
(R-SET)
mbody(P,P,m) = (~x,e)
〈H, `P.m(~b)〉 −→ 〈H,e{`P/this,~b/~x}〉
(R-CALL)
next( /0,P,Q) = Q′ mbody(P,Q′,m) = (~x,e)
〈H, `P.superQ.m(~b)〉 −→ 〈H,e{`P/this,~b/~x}〉
(R-SUPER)
runtime-class(T ) = P
fnames( /0,P) = ~f ′
f ⊆ f ′
`P 6∈ dom(H)
H ′ = H[`P = P { f ′ = null}]
e′i = ei{`P/x} if fi ∈ f
e′i = finit( /0,P, fi){`P/this} if fi ∈ f ′− f
e′′ = `P.~f ′ =final ~e′; `P
〈H,new T as x {~f =~e}〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′′〉 (R-NEW)
〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉
〈H,E[e]〉 −→ 〈H ′,E[e′]〉 (R-CONG)
〈H,E[N]〉 −→ 〈H,null〉 (R-NULL)
Dispatch ordering:
ord(Γ,T ) = ~T
next(Γ,T,Ti) = Ti+1
ord(Γ,Object) = [Object]
ord(Γ,T.C) = ord(Γ,T ).C , ord(Γ,super(Γ,T.C))
ord(Γ,T ) = T,ord(Γ,super(Γ,T ))
where T 6= Object and
T 6= T ′.C for any T ′
ord(Γ,T ).C is the list of T ′.C such that T ′ ∈ ord(Γ,T )
and Γ ` T ′.C wf
Figure 11: Member lookup functions and operational semantics
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T ′ is a subtype of P and T is a subtype of T ′.C (and thus of
P.C). For the prefix type to be well-formed P.C must exist
and T must be a dependent class or another prefix type. This
definition of prefix type differs from the description given in
Section 3; the change simplifies the semantics. Although the
prefix type syntax can name only the immediately enclosing
class of T , further enclosing classes can be named by prefixing
the prefix type (e.g., A[A.B[x.class :A.B.C] :A.B]).
Fields F may declared final or non-final. All field
declarations include an initializer expression. The syntax for
methods M is similar to that of Java.
Expressions e are similar to Java expressions of the same
form. Access paths p are either field accesses p. f or values
v, which include base values b and variables x. Base values b
are either memory locations `P of type P or null. Locations
are not valid surface syntax, although they appear during eval-
uation. All variables x, including formal parameters and the
special variable this, are final and are initialized at their
declaration. The declaration final T x = e1; e2 initializes x
to e1, then evaluates e2.
Fields and methods are accessed only through final access
paths p. Field assignments may optionally be annotated with
the keyword final, permitting assignment to final fields
when initializing an object. These final assignments are not
allowed in the surface syntax. Methods dispatch to the method
body in the most specific superclass of the receiver, as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. A method implemented by a superclass
of P may be invoked with the expression v.superP.m(~v). In
the surface syntax, v must be this, but v can take on arbitrary
values during evaluation as substitutions occur. To simplify
dispatch, a super call is marked with the name of the class
lexically P containing the call.
Allocation is performed with the new operator. The cal-
culus does not include constructors. Instead, the new operator
has an inline constructor body that may initialize zero or more
fields of the new object. The field initializers may refer to the
new object through the variable x. Fields not assigned in the
inline constructor body are initialized with their default ini-
tializers. Field initialization order is left undefined; fields are
initialized to null by default. Access to an uninitialized field
is treated as a null dereference. A heap H maps locations
`P to objects o, which are simple records annotated with their
class type.
For any term t, value v, and variable x we write t{v/x}
for the capture-free substitution of v for x in t. As is standard
practice, α-equivalent terms are identified. We write FV(t) for
the set of free variables in t.
6.2 Class lookup
Classes are defined in a fixed top-level class table TCT that
maps all top-level class names C to class declarations L. We
extend the top-level class table TCT to a function CT , shown
in Figure 10. CT returns class declarations not only for top-
level class names, but for arbitrary types. Member lookup and
subtyping are defined using CT .
In addition to the type to lookup, CT has two more pa-
rameters. Because the language has dependent classes, the CT
function takes an environment Γ that maps variables to types.
Γ is a finite ordered list of x :T pairs in the order in which they
came into scope. To be well-formed, an environment Γ may
contain at most one pair x :T for a given x.
In addition to returning a class declaration for a type,
CT also interprets the extends clause of the class declara-
tion, replacing any occurrences of This with the actual en-
closing class. This type is passed as the second argument to
CT . Thus, CT(Γ,T0,T ) returns the interpreted class declara-
tion for T in an environment Γ where T0 is substituted into
the extends clause of member classes of the class declara-
tion. To save space, we write C ext T {L ~F M} to represent
class C extends T {L ~F M}.
Classes inherit member classes of the base class into the
body of the derived class. The set L1 • L2, defined in Fig-
ure 10, merges the class bodies of identically named classes
in L1 and L2, creating class declarations for implicit classes
when needed. Classes in L1—classes inherited from the base
class—are overridden by classes in L2—nested classes of the
derived class. Fields and methods of classes defined in a base
class are not copied when the nested class is inherited into the
subclass; they can be found by the member lookup functions
defined in Figure 11.
The function classes(Γ,T0,T ) defined in Figure 11 returns
the set of member classes of T with T0 substituted for This in
the extends clause of the member classes.
The rules CT-OUTER and CT-NEST define the CT func-
tion for top-level classes C and nested classes T.C, respec-
tively, using the top-level class table TCT . The three rules
CT-RUNTIME, CT-PRE, and CT-DEP return class declarations
for dependent classes and prefix types. In these rules, the CT
function returns for type T an anonymous class declaration
whose superclass is a simple class type P bounding T .3 Mem-
ber classes are copied down into the anonymous class declara-
tion as with top-level and nested classes.
In each rule, the type T0 is substituted for This in the
extends clauses of nested classes. For L =C ext S {L ~F M},
we define L{T0/This} as C ext S{T0/This} {L ~F M}, and
we define S{T0/This} as:
C{T0/This}=C
S.C{T0/This}= S{T0/This}.C
This{T0/This}= T0
P[S :P.C]{T0/This}= prefix(P,P′,P′,P.C)
where S{T0/This}= P′
P[S :P.C]{T0/This}= P[T :P.C]
where S{T0/This}= T 6= P′
for any P′
The function prefix is defined in Figure 10 and is used to ensure
the type produced by the substitution is well-formed.
The rule CT-RUNTIME defines class lookup for types
whose exact run-time class can be determined statically. The
partial function exact-class, defined in Figure 10, returns a
simple class type P for these types. exact-class is only defined
only for dependent classes and prefix types containing access
paths of the form `P.class. Since these types are not valid
surface syntax CT-RUNTIME is not used when type-checking
the program, but is needed to prove the type system sound.
The rule CT-PRE defines class lookup for prefix types
P[T : P.C] whose run-time class is not statically known. An
anonymous class declaration whose superclass is P is returned.
Similarly, the rule CT-DEP defines class lookup for de-
pendent classes p.class whose run-time class is not statically
known by returning an anonymous class declaration whose su-
perclass is the declared type of p.
3Anonymous class declarations should not be confused with Java anonymous
classes.
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super(Γ,T ) = T ′
Γ ` T ≤T ′ (≤-EXTENDS)
Γ ` T ≤T ′
Γ ` T.C≤T ′.C (≤-NEST)
exact-class(T ) = P exact-class(T ′) = P
Γ ` T ≤T ′ (≤-RUNTIME)
Figure 12: Subtyping
The judgment Γ ` p final T , defined in Figure 10, is used
to check that an access path has type T and is immutable. The
rules for Γ ` p final T and for CT(Γ,T0,T ) are mutually re-
cursive (via the definition ftype, defined in Figure 11). For a
dependent class p.class to be well-formed, the static type of
p must be a simple type P; this restriction is sufficient to ensure
the definition of CT for dependent classes is well-founded.
As in [28], we wish to ensure that no type information is lost
when typing a final access path so that we can tightly bound
p.class. Consequently, there is no subsumption rule that can
be used to prove Γ ` p final T . Rules F-LOC and F-VAR
bound the types of locations and local variables, respectively.
F-LOC requires that the type of the location `P be well-formed
according to the rules in Figure 13. Rule F-NULL states that
the null value may have any type. Rule F-GET uses the ftype
function to retrieve the type of the field. The target of a field
access in a final access path must be final. Finally, the rule
F-RUNTIME permits two types with the same run-time class
(if statically known) to be considered to have the same type.
6.3 Method and field lookup
Method and field lookup functions are defined in Figure 11.
The functions are defined using the linearization of super-
classes described informally in Section 3. The ordering,
ord(Γ,T ), is defined so that classes that T overrides occur be-
fore T ’s declared superclass, super(Γ,T ). The next function
is used to iterate through the superclasses to locate the most-
specific method definition.
In Figure 11, the function fields(Γ,T0,T ) returns all fields
declared in class T0 or superclasses of T0, iterating through
superclasses of T0 beginning with T . Auxiliary functions
ftype, finit, and fnames are defined from fields. The function
method(Γ,T0,T,m) returns the most-specific method declara-
tion for method m, iterating through the superclasses of T0, be-
ginning with T . Functions mbody and mtype return the method
body and method type, respectively, for a method.
6.4 Operational semantics
The operational semantics of the language are given in Fig-
ure 11. The semantics are defined using a reduction rela-
tion −→ that maps a configuration of a heap H and expres-
sion e to a new configuration. A heap H is a function from
memory locations `P to objects P { f = `P′}. The notation
〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉 means that expression e and heap H step to
expression e′ and heap H ′. The initial configuration for pro-
gram 〈TCT,e〉 is 〈 /0,e〉. Final configurations are of the form
〈H, `P〉 or 〈H,null〉.
The reduction rules are mostly straightforward. R-CALL
and R-SUPER use the mbody function defined in Figure 10
to locate the most specific implementation of m. Recall that
super calls are annotated with the name of lexically enclos-
ing class containing the call. R-SUPER uses the next function,
defined in Figure 11 to start the search for the method body
at the next-most specific method after the lexically enclosing
class Q.
For a new T as x expression, R-NEW allocates an object
of the run-time class P of type T . The rule initializes all fields
of the new object to null and then steps to a sequence of field
assignments to initialize the expression, and finally evaluates
to the location of the newly allocated object. The field assign-
ments are annotated with the keyword final to indicate that it
is permitted to assign to final fields. Since final assignments
are not permitted in the surface syntax, final fields may only
be assigned once. The field initializers ~e appearing explicitly
in the new expression are evaluated with the new location sub-
stituted for x. The other fields of the object are initialized using
the default initializers ~e′ with the new location substituted for
this.
The run-time class of T is computed using the function
runtime-class, defined in Figure 10. For prefix types P[T ′ :
P.C], runtime-class uses the prefix function to compute the
run-time class of the prefix type by iterating through the super-
classes of T ′ until a class overriding P.C is found; the container
of this class is the run-time class of the prefix type.
Order of evaluation is captured by an evaluation context
E (an expression with a hole [·]) and the congruence rule
R-CONG. The rule R-NULL propagates a dereference of a
null pointer out through the evaluation contexts, simulating
a Java NullPointerException.
6.5 Static semantics
The static semantics of the language are defined by rules for
subtyping, type well-formedness, typing, and conformance.
Subtyping
The subtyping relation is the smallest reflexive, transitive rela-
tion consistent with the rules in Figure 12. Rule ≤-EXTENDS
says that a class is a subtype of its declared superclass. The
subtyping relationships for dependent classes and prefix types
are covered by ≤-EXTENDS. Rule ≤-NEST says that a nested
class C in T is a subclass of the class C in T ′ that it overrides.
Finally, rule ≤-RUNTIME states that two types are subtypes of
each other if their run-time classes are equal.
Type well-formedness
Since types may depend on variables, we define type well-
formedness in Figure 13 with respect to an environment Γ,
written Γ ` T wf. A non-dependent type is well-formed if a
class declaration for it can be located through the TCT . A
dependent class p.class is well-formed if p is final and has
a simple non-dependent class type P. A prefix type P[T :P.C]
is well-formed if its subterms are well-formed and if T is an
exact type and is also a subtype of P.C. The last requirement
ensures the run-time class of the type can be determined.
A type is exact if it is a dependent class or a prefix type.
The subtyping rules ensure that no type can be proved a sub-
type of an exact type. This restriction ensures that a variable
of type p.class can be assigned only values with the same
run-time class as the object referred to by p. The restriction
does not limit expressiveness since non-exact prefix types can
be desugared to either exact prefix types or to non-prefix types.
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runtime-class(T ) = P ` T wf ` P wf
` `P : T (T-LOC)
Γ ` T wf
Γ ` null : T (T-NULL)
x : T ∈ Γ
Γ ` x : T (T-VAR)
Γ ` e : T Γ,x : T ` e′ : T ′ Γ ` T wf Γ ` T ′ wf x 6∈ dom(Γ)
Γ ` final T x = e; e′ : T ′
(T-LET)
Γ ` p final T ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti
Γ ` p. fi : Ti{p/this} (T-GET)
Γ ` p final T
Γ ` e : Ti{p/this}
ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti
Γ ` e′ : T ′
Γ ` p. fi =[final] e; e′ : T ′
(T-SET)
Γ ` p final T
mtype(Γ,T,T,m) = (~x : ~T )→ T ′
Γ `~v : ~T{p/this,~v/~x}
Γ ` p.m(~v) : T ′{p/this,~v/~x} (T-CALL)
Γ ` P wf
Γ ` v0 : P
mtype(Γ,P,super(P),m) = (~x : ~T )→ T ′
Γ `~v : ~T{v0/this,~v/~x}
Γ ` v0.superP.m(~v) : T ′{v0/this,~v/~x} (T-SUPER)
ftype(Γ,T, f ) = T
Γ,x : T ` e : T{x/this}
Γ ` new T as x {~f =~e} : T (T-NEW)
Γ ` p final P
Γ ` p : p.class (T-DEP)
Γ ` e : T Γ ` T ≤T ′
Γ ` e : T ′ (T-≤)
Figure 14: Static semantics
C ∈ dom(TCT)
Γ `C wf (WF-OUTER)
Γ ` T wf
classes(Γ,T,T ) = Ls
C ext Ts {L ~F M} ∈ Ls
Γ ` T.C wf (WF-NEST)
Γ ` p final P
Γ ` p.class wf (WF-DEP)
Γ ` P.C wf Γ ` T wf is-exact(T ) Γ ` T ≤P.C
Γ ` P[T :P.C] wf
(WF-PRE)
is-exact(T ) =
{
false if T =C∨T = T ′.C
true otherwise
Figure 13: Type well-formedness
Typing
The typing rules are shown in Figure 14. The typing context
consists of an environment Γ. The typing judgment Γ ` e : T
is used to type-check expressions.
Rules T-NULL and T-VAR are standard. The rule T-LOC
allows a location of type P to be used as a member of any type
T where runtime-class(T ) = P. This rule helps to ensure types
are preserved across the evaluation of a new expression.
The rule T-LET type-checks a local variable initialization
expression. The declared type T must be well-formed in the
environment Γ. The expression e′ following the declaration
is type-checked with the new variable in scope. The type of
e′ must be well-formed in the original environment to ensure
that its type does not depend on the new variable, which is not
in scope outside of e′.
Rules T-GET and T-SET use the ftype function to retrieve
the type of the field. The target of a field access or assignment
must be a final path, permitting substitution to be performed
on the field type: occurrences of this in the field type are
replaced with the actual target p. Rule T-SET permits assign-
ment to final fields, but only for assignments annotated with
final. This enables final fields to be initialized, but not
assigned to arbitrarily.
Rules T-CALL and T-SUPER are used to check calls. The
function mtype returns the method’s type. The method type
may depend on this or on its parameters ~x, which are con-
sidered part of the method type. The receiver must be final
to permit substitution for argument and return types dependent
on this. The arguments are also substituted into the type.
Rule T-NEW is used to check a new expression. The fields
used in the inline constructor body must be declared in the
class being allocated and the initializers must have the appro-
priate types. Since the initializers use x to refer to the newly
allocated object, x is substituted for this in the field types.
Rule T-DEP allows any final access path with a simple
nested class type to take on a dependent type. Finally, rule
T-≤ is the usual subsumption rule for subtyping.
Declarations
To initiate type-checking, declarations are checked as
shown in Figure 15. The program is checked with rule
OK-PROGRAM, which checks every class in the TCT and type-
checks the “main” expression e in an empty environment.
Rule OK-CLASS type-checks a class declaration of the
form C ext S {L ~F M}, nested within a class P, where P is
possibly ε (i.e., C is top-level). Type-checking recurses on all
member declarations including nested classes. The rule also
checks member classes and methods for conformance with the
corresponding declarations in their superclass. To ensure no
other type can be proved a subtype of a dependent class or
of a prefix type, it is required that a class cannot be declared
to extend the type schema This or any prefix of This. This
requirement is enforced by substituting this.class for the
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` L ok in ε ` e :T
` 〈L,e〉 ok (OK-PROGRAM)
` L ok in P.C
` ~F ok in P.C
` M ok in P.C
classes( /0,S{P/This},S{P/This}) = Ls(
C ∈ dom(L)∧C ∈ dom(Ls)
⇒` L(C) in P.C overrides class of S{P/This}
)
` M in P.C overrides method of S{P/This}
this :P ` S{this.class/This} wf
¬is-exact(S{this.class/This})
`C ext S {L ~F M} ok in P
(OK-CLASS)
super({this : Ps},this.class.C) = Ts
classes( /0,S{P/This},S{P/This}) = Ls(
C ∈ dom(L)∧C ∈ dom(Ls)
⇒` L(C) in P.C overrides class of S{P/This}
)
` M in P.C overrides method of Ps.C
this :P ` S{this.class/This}≤Ts
`C ext S {L ~F M} in P overrides class of Ps
(OV-CLASS)
this :P ` T wf this :P ` e : T
` [final] T f = e ok in P (OK-FIELD)
this :P,x1 :T1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ti−1 ` Ti wf
this :P,~x :~T ` T0 wf
this :P,~x :~T ` e : T0
` T0 m(~T ~x) {e} ok in P
(OK-METHOD)
mtype( /0,P,Ps,m) = (~x′ : ~T ′)→ T ′0
⇒ ~T ′ = ~T{~x′/~x}∧T ′0 = T0{~x′/~x}
P ` T0 m(~T ~x) {e} overrides method of Ps
(OV-METHOD)
Figure 15: Checking declarations
schema This in the superclass S; and checking that this type
is well-formed and not an exact type.
Rule OV-CLASS checks that a class declaration conforms
to any class declarations it overrides. When overriding a
class with superclass Ts, it is required that the new superclass
S{this.class/This} be a subtype of Ts in the typing envi-
ronment this : P. This restriction differentiates nested class
overriding from arbitrary multiple inheritance.
Rule OK-FIELD states that in the body of class P, a field
declaration of the form [final] T f = e type-checks if the type
T is well-formed and the initializer e type-checks in an envi-
ronment where this has type P. For simplicity, we assume a
field named f is declared at most once in the program, and we
assume all methods and nested classes are uniquely named up
to overriding.
Rule OK-METHOD checks that each parameter type Ti is
well-formed in an environment that includes only this and
the parameters to the left of Ti. The method body must have
the same type as the declared return type. As in Java, method
types are invariant; OV-METHOD enforces this requirement.
6.6 Soundness
Our soundness proof is structurally similar to the proof of
soundness for Featherweight Java (FJ) [16]. The proof uses the
standard technique of proving subject reduction and progress
lemmas [36]. The key lemmas are stated here. The complete
proof is in the appendix.
Subject reduction
Because expressions in our language are evaluated in a heap,
to state the subject reduction lemma, we first define a well-
typedness condition for heaps and for configurations 〈H,e〉.
Definition 6.1 (Well-typed heaps) A heap H is well-typed if
for any memory location `P ∈ dom(H),
• H(`P) = P { f = `P′},
• ` ftype( /0,P, f ) = T ,
• ` `P′ :T{`P/this}, and
• `P′ ⊆ dom(H)
Definition 6.2 (Well-formed configurations) A configuration
〈H,e〉 is well-formed if H is well-typed and for any location
`P free in e, `P ∈ dom(H).
The subject reduction lemma states that a step taken in the
evaluation of a well-formed configuration results in a well-
formed configuration.
Lemma 6.3 (Subject reduction) Suppose ` e : T , 〈H,e〉 is
well-formed, and 〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉. Then ` e′ :T and 〈H ′,e′〉
is well-formed.
Progress
The progress lemma states that for any well-formed configu-
ration 〈H,e〉, either e is a base value `P or null, or 〈H,e〉 can
make a step according to the operational semantics.
Lemma 6.4 (Progress) If ` e : T , ` T wf, 〈H,e〉 is well-
formed, then either e = b or there is a configuration 〈H ′,e′〉
such that 〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉.
Soundness
Finally, we define the normal form of a configuration, define
well-formedness for programs, and state the soundness theo-
rem.
Definition 6.5 (Normal forms) A configuration 〈H,e〉 is in
normal form if there is no 〈H ′,e′〉 such that 〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉.
Definition 6.6 A program Pr = 〈TCT,e〉 is well-formed if `
TCT ok and /0 ` e :T for some T such that /0 ` T wf.
Theorem 6.7 (Soundness) Given a well-formed program
Pr = 〈TCT,e〉, if the configuration 〈 /0,e〉 is well-formed and
` e : T , and if 〈H ′,e′〉 is a normal form such that 〈 /0,e〉 −→∗
〈H ′,e′〉, then e′ is either a location `P ∈ dom(H ′) or null and
` e′ : T .
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7 Related work
Over the past decade a number of mechanisms have been pro-
posed to provide object-oriented languages with additional ex-
tensibility. Nested inheritance uses ideas from many of these
other mechanisms to create a flexible and largely transparent
mechanism for code reuse.
Virtual classes
Nested inheritance is related to virtual types and virtual
classes. Virtual types were originally developed for the lan-
guage Beta [21, 22], primarily as a mechanism for generic pro-
gramming rather than for extensibility. Later work proposed
virtual types as a means of providing genericity in Java [34].
Nested classes in Jx are similar, but not identical, to vir-
tual classes. Unlike virtual classes, nested classes in Jx are
attributes of their enclosing class, not attributes of instances
of their enclosing class. Suppose class A has a nested class
B and that a1 and a2 are references to instances of possibly
distinct subclasses of A. The virtual classes a1.B and a2.B
are distinct classes. In contrast, the Jx types a1.class.B and
a2.class.B may be considered equivalent if it can be proved,
either statically or at run-time, that a1 and a2 refer to instances
of the same class.
Virtual types are not statically safe because they permit
method parameter types to change covariantly with subtyping,
rather than contravariantly. Beta and other languages with vir-
tual types insert run-time checks when a method invocation
cannot be statically proved sound. Dependent classes in Jx
provide the expressive power of covariant method parameter
types without introducing unsoundness. Recent work on type-
safe variants of virtual types has limited method parameter
types to be invariant [35] and used self types [4] as discussed
below.
Nested inheritance supports a form of virtual superclasses;
nested classes may extend other nested classes referred to by
This, providing mixin-like functionality. The language Beta
does not support virtual superclasses, but gbeta [8] does.
As discussed in Section 3, nested inheritance does not sup-
port generic types. A nested class may only be declared a
subtype of another type (via the class’s extends clause), not
equal to another type. Generic types may be used to provide
genericity, which is already supported in Java through parame-
terized types. To ensure inheritance relationships can be deter-
mined statically, a virtual type in Beta may be inherited from
only if it is final bound. Since nested classes in Jx are static,
Jx does not permit inheritance from dependent classes, ensur-
ing a static inheritance hierarchy.
Igarashi and Pierce [15] model the semantics of virtual
types and several variants in a typed lambda-calculus with sub-
typing and dependent types.
The work most closely related to nested inheritance is
Odersky et al.’s language Scala [27, 38], which supports scal-
able extensibility through a statically safe virtual type mech-
anism and path-dependent types similar to Jx’s dependent
classes. However, Scala’s path dependent type p.type is a
singleton type containing only the value named by access path
p; our p.class is not a singleton: new x.class(...), for in-
stance, creates a new object of type x.class distinct from the
object referred to by p. This difference gives Jx more flexibil-
ity, while preserving type soundness. Scala has no analogue to
prefix types.
Scala permits extensions to be composed through mixins.
Jx supports mixin-like functionality via virtual superclasses.
With nested inheritance, several mixins can be applied at once
to a collection of nested classes by overriding the base class (or
base package) of their container. In contrast, Scala requires the
programmer to explicitly name the superclass of each individ-
ual mixin when it is applied.
Family polymorphism
Ernst [9] introduces the term family polymorphism to describe
polymorphism that allows reuse of groups of mutually depen-
dent classes, that is a family of classes. The basic idea is to
use an object as a repository for a family of classes. Virtual
classes of the same object are considered part of the same
family. The language gbeta [8], as well as Scala [27], de-
scribed above, provides family polymorphism using a depen-
dent type system that prevents the confusion of classes from
different families. Nested inheritance is a limited form of fam-
ily polymorphism. In the original formulation, each object de-
fines a distinct family consisting of its nested classes. With
nested inheritance, since nested classes are associated with an
enclosing class rather than with an instance of the enclosing
class, each class defines a distinct family. Thus, nested in-
heritance permits only a finite number of families. However,
consider the case of a class A with nested class B and refer-
ences a1 and a2 of type A. If a1.class and a2.class cannot
be shown statically to have the same type, then a1.class.B
and a2.class.B may be considered to be of distinct families,
although at run-time they may be of the same family. Jx al-
lows objects to be passed between the two families by casting
a1.class to a2.class or vice versa. This added flexibility
enables greater reuse. Moreover, using prefix types, a family
need not be identified solely be a single object. In gbeta, an
explicit representative of the family must be passed around. It
lacks an analogy to prefix types, which enable a member of a
family to unambiguously identify that family.
Delegation layers [30] use virtual classes and delegation to
provide family polymorphism, solving many of the problems
of mixin layers. With normal inheritance and virtual classes,
when a method is not implemented by a class, the call is dis-
patched to the superclass. With delegation, the superclass view
of an object may be implemented by another object. Methods
are dispatched through a chain of delegate objects rather than
through the class hierarchy. Delegation layers provide much of
the same power as nested inheritance. Since delegates are as-
sociated with objects at run-time rather than at compile-time,
delegation allows objects to be composed more flexibly than
with mixins or with nested inheritance. However, no formal
semantics has been given for delegation layers, and because
delegation layers rely on virtual classes, they are not statically
type-safe.
Higher-order hierarchies
Nested inheritance is similar to Ernst’s higher-order hierar-
chies [10]. Like nested inheritance, higher-order hierarchies
support family polymorphism. Additionally, when a subclass
A2 overrides a nested class B of A2’s base class A, the over-
riding class A2.B inherits from A.B. However, unlike nested
inheritance, there is no subtyping relationship between A.B
and A2.B. By ensuring A2.B is a subtype of A.B, nested inher-
itance permits more code reuse. Like nested inheritance, the
inheritance hierarchy can be modified by overriding the super-
class of a nested class.
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Other nested types
Nested classes originated with Simula [7].
Igarashi and Pierce [17] present a formalization of Java’s
inner classes, using Featherweight Java [16]. An instance of
a Java inner class holds a reference to its enclosing instance.
If inner classes are permitted in Jx, a translation similar to
Igarashi and Pierce’s can be applied, where if inner class C has
an immediately enclosing instance of class P, then the transla-
tion of C has a final field of type P[this.class].
Odersky and Zenger [29] propose nested types, which
combine the abstraction properties of ML-style modules with
support, through encoding, for object-oriented constructs like
virtual types, self types, and covariant families of classes.
Self types and matching
Bruce et al. [5, 3] introduce matching as an alternative to sub-
typing in an object oriented language. With matching, the self
type, or MyType, can be used in a method signature to rep-
resent the run-time class of the method’s receiver. To per-
mit MyType to be used for method parameters, type systems
with MyType decouple subtyping and subclassing. In Poly-
TOIL and LOOM, a subclass matches its base class but is not
a subtype. Although there is no explicit notion of matching
in our type system, the rules for subtyping and type equiva-
lence given here have a similar effect. The p.class construct
provides similar functionality to MyType, but is more flexible
since it permits this.class to escape the body of its class
by assigning this.class into another variable or returning a
value of that type from a method.
Mixins
A mixin [2, 11], also known as an abstract subclass, is a class
parameterized on its superclass. Mixins are able to provide
uniform extensions, such as adding new fields or methods,
to a large number classes. Recent work has extended Java
with mixin functionality [23, 1]. Because nested inheritance
as described here has no type parametricity, it cannot provide a
mixin that can be applied to many different, unrelated classes,
Nested inheritance does, however, provides mixin-like func-
tionality by allowing the superclass of an existing base class
to be changed or fields and methods to be added by overrid-
ing the class’s superclass through extension of the superclass’s
container. Additionally, nested inheritance allows the implicit
subclasses of the new base class to be instantiated without
writing any additional code. Mixins have no analogous mech-
anism.
Mixin layers [32] are a generalization of mixins to multi-
ple classes. A mixin layer is a design pattern for implement-
ing a group of interrelated mixin classes and extending them
while preserving their dependencies. Mixin layers do not pro-
vide family polymorphism. Delegation layers [30], described
above, were designed to overcome this limitation through a
new language mechanism.
Open classes
An open class [6] is a class to which new methods can be
added without needing to edit the class directly, or recompile
code that depends on the class. Nested inheritance is also able
to add new methods to a class without the need for recompila-
tion of clients of the class, provided that the class is nested in
a container that can be extended, and that clients of the class
refer to it using dependent types. Nested inheritance provides
additional extensibility that open classes do not, such as the
“virtual” behavior of constructors. An important difference is
that open classes modify existing class hierarchies. The origi-
nal hierarchy and the modified hierarchy cannot coexist within
the same program. Nested inheritance creates a new class hi-
erarchy by extending the container of the classes in the hier-
archy, permitting use of the original hierarchy in conjunction
with the new one.
Aspect-oriented programming
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [19, 18] is concerned
with the management of aspects, functionality that crosscuts
standard modular boundaries. Nested inheritance provides
aspect-like extensibility, in that an extension to a container
may implement functionality that cuts across the class bound-
aries of the nested classes. Like open classes, aspects modify
existing class hierarchies, preventing the new hierarchy from
being used alongside the old.
8 Conclusions
Nested inheritance is an expressive yet unobtrusive mecha-
nism for writing highly extensible frameworks. It provides the
ability to inherit a collection of related classes while preserv-
ing the relationships among those classes, and it does so with-
out sacrificing type safety or imposing new run-time checks.
The use of dependent classes and prefix types enables reusable
code to unambiguously yet flexibly refer to components on
which it depends. Nested inheritance is fundamentally an in-
heritance mechanism rather than a parameterization mecha-
nism, which means that every name introduced by a compo-
nent becomes a possible implicit hook for future extension.
Therefore extensible code does not need to be burdened by ex-
plicit parameters that attempt to capture all the ways in which
it might be extended later.
We formalized the essential aspects of nested inheritance
in an object calculus with an operational semantics and type
system, and were able to show that this type system is sound.
Thus extensibility is obtained without sacrificing compile-time
type safety.
Our experience with implementing extensible frameworks
gives us confidence that nested inheritance will prove useful.
We defined a language Jx that incorporates the nested inheri-
tance mechanism and implemented a prototype compiler for
the core mechanisms of this language. The translation im-
plemented by this compiler does not duplicate inherited code.
The next step is clearly to complete the Jx implementation; we
look forward to using it to build the next version of Polyglot.
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A Soundness proof
Our soundness proof is structurally similar to the proof of soundness for Featherweight Java (FJ) [16]. The proof uses the standard
technique of proving subject reduction and progress lemmas [36]. The key lemmas are stated here. The complete proof is in the
appendix.
A.1 Canonical derivations
Several of the inference rules admit infinite derivations. For instance, it is possible to have an infinite sequence of instances of
the subsumption rule T-≤, using the reflexivity of subtyping. To ensure that induction on derivations is well-founded, we define
canonical derivations for each of the typing judgments by restricting derivations in following ways:
• Reflexivity of ≤ is not used in the derivation.
• No use of T-≤ can have as a premise a derivation ending in T-≤.
• No use of F-RUNTIME with conclusion Γ ` p final T can have the same judgment as its premise.
• No use of F-RUNTIME can have as a premise a derivation ending in F-RUNTIME.
Induction on canonical derivations is well-founded. For the remainder of the proof, we assume derivations are canonical.
By restricting the type-checking algorithm to canonical derivations, the type-checking is decidable.
A.2 Conformance
To prove the subject reduction lemma, we need to ensure that the signature information retrieved from the class table CT was
type-checked. We first define the natural extension of TCT to all non-dependent types P.
Definition ??
TCT∗(C) = TCT(C)
TCT∗(P) =Ct ext St {Lt ~Ft Mt}
C ext S {L ~F M} ∈ Lt
TCT∗(P.C) =C ext S {L ~F M}
Lemma A.1 (Nested classes checked) If P = Q.C with Q possibly ε and P ∈ dom(TCT∗), then ` TCT∗(P) ok in Q.
Proof. The proof is simple, by induction on the structure of P. 
The next two lemmas state that a method body or field initializer has the proper type. These lemmas follow almost immediately
from Lemma A.1.
Lemma A.2 (Method conformance) If mtype( /0,P,Q,m) = (~x : ~T )→ T ′, and mbody(P,Q,m) = (~x,e), then there is a P′ not before
Q in ord( /0,P) where ` P≤P′ such that this :P′,~x :~T ` e :T ′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of mbody(P,Q,m). In the base case, assume CT( /0,Q,Q) =C ext Ts {L ~F M}
and T ′ m(~T ~x) {e} ∈ M. Since M is not empty, Q ∈ dom(TCT ∗). Thus by Lemma A.1, if Q = Q′.C (Q′ possibly ε), then
` TCT∗(Q) ok in Q′. It follows immediately that ` T ′ m(~T ~x) {e} ok in Q, and thus this : Q,~x :~T ` e : T ′. To complete the base
case, observe that ` P≤Q since Q ∈ ord( /0,P).
For the induction case, assume CT( /0,Q,Q) = C ext Ts {L ~F M} and T ′ m(~T ~x) {e} 6∈ M. and next( /0,P,Q) = Q′. and
mbody(P,Q′,m) = (~x,e). By the induction hypothesis, there is a P′ not before Q′ in ord( /0,P) where ` P ≤ P′ such that
this :P′,~x :~T ` e :T ′. Since P′ follows Q in ord( /0,P), the case holds. 
The field conformance lemma and its proof are similar to the method conformance lemma.
Lemma A.3 (Field conformance) If ftype( /0,P, f ) = T , and finit( /0,P, f ) = e, then there is a P′ ∈ ord( /0,P) where ` P≤P′ such that
this :P′ ` e :T .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma A.2. 
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A.3 Type equivalence and subtyping
Dependent classes and prefix types permit two types to contain exactly the same sets of values. For instance the types `A′ .class
and A[`′A′.B.class :A.B] may each contain only values of run-time class A′. We consider these types to be equivalent as follows.
Definition A.4 Two types T and T ′ are equivalent, written T ≈ T ′, if they are related by the smallest reflexive, symmetric, transitive
closure of the following rules:
T ≈ T ′
T.C ≈ T ′.C
exact-class(T ) = P exact-class(T ′) = P
T ≈ T ′
T ≈ T ′
P[T :P.C]≈ P[T ′ :P.C]
We extend the definition of equivalent types to class declarations and sets of class declarations.
Definition A.5 We write L ≈ L′ if L = C ext Ts {L ~F M} and L′ = C ext T ′s {L′ ~F M} and Ts ≈ T ′s and L ≈ L′, where L ≈ L′ if
L ∈ L if and only if there is an L′ ∈ L′ such that L ≈ L′.
Next, we prove several preliminary facts about equivalent types, equivalent classes and subtyping, which are needed for the
subject reduction proof.
Lemma A.6 If L1 ≈ L′1, then L1 •L2 ≈ L′1 •L′2.
Proof. By induction of the member class inheritance rules in Figure 10. 
Lemma A.7 If T1 ≈ T ′1 and T2 ≈ T ′2 , then
(i) classes(Γ,T2,T1)≈ classes(Γ,T ′2,T ′1).
(ii) super(Γ,T1)≈ super(Γ,T ′1).
(iii) fields(Γ,T1,T1) = fields(Γ,T ′1,T ′1).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of CT(Γ,T2,T1).
Case CT-OUTER:
Then T1 =C and T ′1 =C.
By CT-OUTER, if CT(Γ,T2,C) = C ext P {Ls • L{T2/This} ~F M}, then TCT(C) = C ext P {L ~F M} and
classes(Γ,T2,P) = Ls.
By the induction hypothesis, classes(Γ,T ′2,P) = L′s, where L′s ≈ Ls.
Thus, we can derive CT(Γ,T ′2,C) =C ext P {L′s •L{T ′2/This} ~F M}.
By Lemma A.6, Ls •L{T2/This} ≈ L′s •L{T ′2/This}.
(i), (ii), and (iii) easily follow.
Case CT-NEST:
Then T1 = T0.C and T ′1 = T ′0.C, where T0 ≈ T ′0 .
By CT-NEST CT(Γ,T2,T0.C) = C ext Ts {Ls •L{T2/This} ~F M}, where C ext Ts {L ~F M} ∈ classes(Γ,T0,T0), and
classes(Γ,T2,Ts) = Ls.
By the induction hypothesis, classes(Γ,T0,T0) ≈ classes(Γ,T ′0,T ′0). Thus, there is a declaration C ext T ′s {L′ ~F M} ∈
classes(Γ,T ′0,T ′0) such that Ts ≈ T ′s and L ≈ L′. Also by the induction hypothesis, classes(Γ,T2,Ts)≈ classes(Γ,T ′2,T ′s ).
Thus, by CT-NEST, we can derive CT(Γ,T ′2,T ′0.C) =C ext T ′s {L′s •L′{T ′2/This} ~F M},
By Lemma A.6, Ls •L{T2/This} ≈ L′s •L{T ′2/This}.
(i), (ii), and (iii) easily follow.
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Case CT-RUNTIME:
Then there is a P such that exact-class(T1) = P = exact-class(T2). By CT-RUNTIME, CT(Γ,T2,T1) = ext P {L •
/0} where classes(Γ,T2,P) = L. By the induction hypothesis, classes(Γ,T ′2,P) = L′ ≈ L. Thus, we can derive
CT(Γ,T ′2,T ′1) = ext P {L′ • /0}.
By Lemma A.6, L• /0 ≈ L′ • /0.
(i), (ii), and (iii) easily follow.
Case CT-DEP:
Then T1 = p.class and T ′1 = p′.class.
Since Γ ` p final P, Γ ` p′ final P, By CT-DEP, CT(Γ,T2,T1) = ext P {L • /0} where classes(Γ,T2,P) = L. By
the induction hypothesis, classes(Γ,T ′2,P) = L′ ≈ L. Thus, we can derive CT(Γ,T ′2,T ′1) = ext P {L′ • /0}.
By Lemma A.6, L• /0 ≈ L′ • /0.
(i), (ii), and (iii) easily follow.
Case CT-PRE:
Then T1 = P[T1x :P.C] and T ′1 = P[T ′1x :P.C] where T1x ≈ T ′1x.
By CT-PRE, CT(Γ,T2,T1) = ext P {L • /0} where classes(Γ,T2,P) = L. By the induction hypothesis,
classes(Γ,T ′2,P) = L′ ≈ L. Thus, we can derive CT(Γ,T ′2,T ′1) = ext P {L′ • /0}.
By Lemma A.6, L• /0 ≈ L′ • /0.
(i), (ii), and (iii) easily follow.

Lemma A.8 If T1 ≈ T ′1 and T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T1), then there is a T ′2 such that T2 ≈ T ′2 and T ′2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the definition of ord(Γ,T1).
Case T1 = Object:
Then T2 = Object and T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1) trivially.
Case T1 = T1x.C:
Then T ′1 = T ′1x.C.
If T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T1x).C, then T2 = T2x.C for some T2x and Γ ` T2x.C wf and T2x ∈ ord(Γ,T1x). Therefore, T ′2 = T ′2x.C and,
by the induction hypothesis, T ′2x ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1x). Thus, T ′2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1).
Otherwise, T2 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)). By Lemma A.7, super(Γ,T1) ≈ super(Γ,T ′1), and by the induction hypothesis
T ′2 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T ′1)).
Otherwise:
If T1 = T2, then take T ′2 = T ′1 .
Otherwise, T2 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)). By Lemma A.7, super(Γ,T1) ≈ super(Γ,T ′1), and by the induction hypothesis
T ′2 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T ′1)).

Lemma A.9 If Γ ` T ′1 ≤T1, then there is a T2 ≈ T1 such that T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1). Moreover, if T ′1 = P′1 and T1 = P1, then T2 = T1 = P1.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of Γ ` T ′1 ≤T1. The reflexive case holds trivially. The transitive case holds by
the induction hypothesis.
Case ≤-EXTENDS:
Then super(Γ,T ′1) = T1 and T1 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1) trivially. If T ′1 = P′1 and T1 = P1, then T2 = T1 = P1 trivially.
Case ≤-NEST:
Then T1 = T.C and T ′1 = T ′.C where Γ ` T ′≤T .
By the induction hypothesis there is a T ′′ ∈ ord(Γ,T ′) such that T ′′ ≈ T . Thus, T2 = T ′′.C and T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′).C. and
hence T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1).
If T ′1 = P′.C and T1 = P.C, then by the induction hypothesis, T ′′ = T = P and thus T2 = P.C = T1.
Case ≤-RUNTIME:
Then T ′1 ≈ T1, and the first part of the lemma holds by Lemma A.8. In this case, T1 and T ′1 cannot be simple non-
dependent class types so the second part holds vacuously.

Lemma A.10 If Γ ` T ′1 ≤T1 and T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T1), then there is a T ′2 such that T2 ≈ T ′2 and T ′2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of Γ ` T ′1 ≤T1. The reflexive case holds trivially. The transitive case holds by
the induction hypothesis.
Case ≤-EXTENDS:
Then CT(Γ,T ′1,T ′1) =C ext T1 {L ~F M}.
If T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T1), then T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1) since T ′1 6= Object and ord(Γ,T ′1) contains ord(Γ,super(Γ,T ′1)).
Case ≤-NEST:
Then T1 = T.C and T ′1 = T ′.C where Γ ` T ′≤T .
Suppose T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T1). Either T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ).C or T2 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T.C)).
If T2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ).C, then T2 = T3.C for some T3 ∈ ord(Γ,T ). By the inductive hypothesis, there is a T ′3 such that
T ′3 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′), and so T ′2 = T ′3.C ∈ ord(Γ,T ′).C and so T ′2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1).
Otherwise, T2 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)). By Lemma A.9, there is a T3 ≈ T1 such that T3 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1). Therefore, there is a
type T ≈ super(Γ,T3)≈ super(Γ,T1) such that T ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1). By Lemma A.8, there is a T ′2 ≈ T2 in ord(Γ,T ). But by
the definition of ord, every element of ord(Γ,T ) is in ord(Γ,T ′1), so T ′2 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1).
Case ≤-RUNTIME:
Then there is a P such that exact-class(T1) = P and exact-class(T ′1) = P. The case holds by Lemma A.8.

Lemma A.11 If Γ ` T ′≤T , and ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti, then ftype(Γ,T ′, fi) = [final] Ti.
Proof. Assume Γ ` T ′≤ T , and ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti. Then it must be the case that for some type Td ∈ ord(Γ,T ), the
judgment CT(Γ,T,Td) = Cd ext Tsd {Ld ~Fd Md} occurs in the derivation of ftype(Γ,T, fi) = final Ti, and final Ti fi = ei is in
~Fd .
By Lemma A.10, there is a T ′d such that Td ≈ T ′d and T ′d ∈ ord(Γ,T ′). By Lemma A.7, ftype(Γ,T ′d , fi) = [final] Ti, and since
T ′d ∈ ord(Γ,T ′), we have ftype(Γ,T ′, fi) = [final] Ti, as required. 
We also define a weaker notion of set inclusion for sets of class declarations, which is needed for certain substitution results.
Informally, we write L1 b L2 if for every class C that is declared in L1, there is a class by the same name declared in L2.
Definition A.12 We write L1 b L2 if for each L1 =C ext T1 {L′1 ~F1 M1} in L1 there is an L2 =C ext T2 {L′2 ~F2 M2} in L2 such
that L′1 b L′2.
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The next two lemmas state that the b relation is closed under member class inheritance, and that the set of member classes is
covariant with respect to subtyping.
Lemma A.13 If L1 b L′1 and L2 b L′2, then L1 •L2 b L′1 •L′2.
Proof. By induction of the member class inheritance rules in Figure 10. 
The following lemma states that if a type has a nested class C, then its subtypes also have a nested class C.
Lemma A.14 If Γ ` T ′≤T , and classes(Γ,T0,T ) = L, and classes(Γ,T0,T ′) = L′, then Lb L′.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` T ′≤T . The reflexive case holds trivially. The transitive case holds by the induction
hypothesis.
Assume classes(Γ,T0,T ) = L and classes(Γ,T0,T ′) = L
′
and Γ ` T ′≤T
Case ≤-EXTENDS:
super(Γ,T ′) = T , that is CT(Γ,T ′,T ′) = C ext T {L ~F M}. Lemma A.13 and inspection of all of the class table rules
shows that Lb L′.
Case ≤-NEST:
T = T1.C and T ′ = T ′1.C and Γ ` T ′1 ≤T1.
Let classes(Γ,T1,T1) = L1 and classes(Γ,T ′1,T ′1) = L′1. By CT-NEST, if CT(Γ,T0,T ) = C ext Ts {LC ~FC MC}, then
C ext Ts {LC ~FC MC} ∈ L1. Note that L = Ls •LC{T0/This}, where classes(Γ,T0,Ts) = Ls.
By the inductive hypothesis, L1 b L′1, and so there is some class C ext T ′s {L′C ~F ′C M′C} ∈ L′1 such that LC b L′C. Note
that L′ = L′s •L′C{T0/This}, where classes(Γ,T0,T ′s ) = L′s.
Now, Ls •LC{T0/This}b L′s •L′C{T0/This} and LC b L′C, and so Lb L′.
Case ≤-RUNTIME:
exact-class(T ) = exact-class(T ′), and so by CT-RUNTIME, super(Γ,T ) = super(Γ,T ′). It is thus easy to see that
classes(Γ,T0,T )b classes(Γ,T0,T ′) (and also classes(Γ,T0,T ′)b classes(Γ,T0,T )).

A.4 Type schemas
During class lookup, any occurrence of the type schema This appearing in an extends clause of a nested class will be substituted
with a subtype of the enclosing class. The resulting type should be well-formed. The following two lemmas are needed to prove
this.
Lemma A.15 If Γ ` T0≤P, and loc(T0) = /0, and this :P ∈ Γ, then Γ ` S{this.class/This}≤Q implies Γ ` S{T0/This}≤Q.
Proof. By structural induction on S. Assume Γ ` S{this.class/This}≤Q.
Case S = D:
Trivial.
Case S = S′.D:
Follows from induction hypothesis and ≤-NEST.
Case S = This:
Then S{this.class/This} = this.class and S{T0/This} = T0. If Γ ` this.class≤Q, then Γ ` P≤Q. Thus,
Γ ` T0≤P implies by transitivity Γ ` T0≤Q.
Case S = P′[S′ :P′.C]:
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If S′ is This-free, then S{this.class/This}= S{T0/This} and the case holds trivially.
Since Γ ` S{this.class/This}≤Q, we have Γ ` P′≤Q.
If is-exact(T0), then if Γ ` S{T0/This}≤P′ by ≤-EXTENDS and CT-PRE. By transitivity, Γ ` S{T0/This}≤Q.
Since Γ ` S{this.class/This} wf, we have Γ ` S′{this.class/This}≤P′.C.
By the induction hypothesis, Γ ` S′{T0/This}≤P′.C. Thus, there is a type of the form P′′.C in ord(Γ,S′{T0/This})
where Γ ` P′′≤P′. Thus, S{T0/This}= prefix(P′,S′{T0/This},S′{T0/This},P′.C) = P′′ exists. By transitivity, since
Γ ` P′′≤P′, Γ ` P′′≤Q.

Lemma A.16 Assume Γ ` T0 ≤ P and this : P ∈ Γ, and classes(Γ,S{this.class/This},S{this.class/This}) = L and
classes(Γ,S{T0/This},S{T0/This}) = L′. Then L b L′. That is, if there is a class declaration for C in L, there is also a class
declaration for C in L′.
Proof. Follows from Lemma A.15, and Lemma A.14. 
Now, we can show that a type produced by substituting for a type schema is well-formed.
Lemma A.17 If this : P ∈ Γ and Γ ` S{this.class/This} wf, then for any T0 such that for any Γ ` T0 wf and Γ ` T0 ≤P,
Γ ` S{T0/This} wf.
Proof. By structural induction on S.
Case S =C:
Trivial since S{this.class/This}= S{T0/This}.
Case S = S′.C:
Then S{T0/This}= S′{T0/This}.C. By the induction hypothesis, Γ ` S′{T0/This} wf.
Γ` S{this.class/This}wf, there is a class declaration for C in classes(Γ,S′{this.class/This},S′{this.class/This}).
By Lemma A.16, there is a class declaration for C in classes(Γ,S′{T0/This},S′{T0/This}).
Thus, by WF-NEST, Γ ` S{T0/This} wf.
Case S = This:
Trivial since S{T0/This}= T0.
Case S = Q[S′ :Q.C]:
Then S{T0/This}= Q[S′{T0/This} :Q.C] By the induction hypothesis, Γ ` S′{T0/This} wf.
Let T ′ = S′{T0/This}. There are two cases.
• If T ′ = Q′ for some Q′, then S{T0/This} = prefix(Q,Q′,Q′,Q.C). We need to show that this type exists and is
well-formed.
Since Γ ` S{this.class/This} wf, by WF-PRE, Γ ` S′{this.class/This} ≤ Q.C; and therefore by
Lemma A.15, Γ ` Q′≤Q.C.
By Lemma A.10, Q.C ∈ ord(Γ,Q′); therefore prefix(Q,Q′,Q′,Q.C) exists and is well-formed.
• Otherwise, since T ′ 6= Q′ for any Q′, we have S{T0/This}= Q[T ′ :Q.C].
Since Γ ` S{this.class/This} wf, by WF-PRE, Γ ` S′{this.class/This} ≤ Q.C; and therefore by
Lemma A.15, Γ ` T ′≤Q.C.
It then follows from WF-PRE that Γ ` S{T0/This} wf.

We can then show that the super function returns a well-formed type; and from this lemma we can conclude that if a type is
well-formed, all of its supertypes are well-formed also.
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Lemma A.18 If Γ ` T wf and super(Γ,T ) = Ts, then Γ ` Ts wf.
Proof. By Lemma A.1, each class declaration in TCT∗, including those of nested classes, is checked with OK-CLASS. This rule
requires that if C ext S {L ~F M} is a class declaration in the body of P, then this : P ` S{this.class/This} wf. It follows
immediately from Lemma A.17 that any class declaration returned by CT has a well-formed immediate superclass. 
Lemma A.19 If Γ ` T wf and if Γ ` T ≤T ′, then Γ ` T ′ wf.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` T ≤T ′, using Lemma A.18 for the ≤-EXTENDS case. 
A.5 Typing environments
To prove subject reduction, we first need to prove several substitution lemmas. Since we have dependent types, variables that
appear in types, as well as those in expressions, may be substituted. We define substitution on well-formed typing environments Γ
as follows.
Definition A.20
/0{b/x}= /0
(Γ,x : T ){b/x}= Γ
(Γ,y : T ){b/x}= Γ{b/x},y : T{b/x}
We also introduce a few lemmas that will be useful for proving subject reduction.
Lemma A.21 (Weakening) If x 6∈ dom(Γ), then for any T ′, if Γ ` e :T , then Γ,x :T ′ ` e :T .
Proof. Simple proof by induction on the derivation of Γ ` e :T . 
Lemma A.22 (Path weakening) If x 6∈ dom(Γ), then for any T ′, if Γ ` p final T , then Γ,x :T ′ ` p final T .
Proof. Simple proof by induction on the derivation of Γ ` p final T . 
Lemma A.23 (Subtyping weakening) If x 6∈ dom(Γ), then for any T ′, if Γ ` T1≤T2, then Γ,x :T ′ ` T1≤T2.
Proof. Simple proof by induction on the derivation of Γ ` T1≤T2. 
A.6 Substitution
Next, we prove several substitution lemmas. Because the language includes dependent classes and prefix types, the proof requires
more complex substitution lemmas than the proof of soundness for FJ in [16]. There is a substitution lemma for most of the
judgments in the semantics.
The next few lemmas are preliminaries to the substitution lemmas. They state some useful properties about types in empty type
environments.
Lemma A.24 For a base value b, if ` b :T then ` T wf.
Proof. Consider the derivation of ` b :T . The last rule used in such a derivation is one of T-LOC, T-NULL or T-≤. The first two of
these rules require that ` T wf. For the last rule, T-≤, well-formedness follows from Lemma A.19. 
Lemma A.25 If ` T wf and exact-class(T ) = P, then super( /0,T ) = P.
Proof. Trivial by examination of ≤-EXTENDS and CT-RUNTIME. 
Lemma A.26 If ` P wf and ` Q wf, and Q ∈ ord( /0,P), then ` P≤Q.
Proof. Assume Q ∈ ord( /0,P). The proof is by induction on the definition of Q ∈ ord( /0,P).
Case P = Object:
Trivial since ord( /0,Object) = [Object].
Case P = P′.C:
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Then ord( /0,P) = ord( /0,P′).C , ord( /0,super( /0,P)).
There are two cases:
If Q ∈ ord( /0,P′).C, then Q = Q′.C and Q′ ∈ ord( /0,P′). By the induction hypothesis, ` P′ ≤Q′, and by ≤-NEST,
` P′.C≤Q′.C, or equivalently ` P≤Q.
If Q ∈ ord( /0,super( /0,P)), then by the induction hypothesis, ` super( /0,P)≤Q, and thus ` P≤Q by ≤-EXTENDS and
transitivity.
Otherwise:
Then ord( /0,P) = P,ord( /0,super( /0,P)).
If Q is in ord( /0,P), then either Q = P and the case holds by reflexivity; or, Q ∈ ord( /0,super( /0,P)). By the induction
hypothesis, ` super( /0,P)≤Q, and thus ` P≤Q by ≤-EXTENDS and transitivity.

Lemma A.27 If T = Q[T ′ :Q.C], ` T wf, and exact-class(T ) = P, then ` P≤Q.
Proof. Assume T =Q[T ′ :Q.C]. Since ` T wf, ` T ′≤Q.C. Then exact-class(T ) = prefix(Q,exact-class(T ′),exact-class(T ′),Q.C)
where exact-class(T ′) = P′.
Since T is well-formed, by WF-PRE, T ′ is well-formed and ` T ′≤Q.C. By Lemma A.25, super( /0,T ′) = P′. Since is-exact(T ′),
≤-NEST cannot apply, so for ` T ′≤Q.C, it must be that ` P′≤Q.C. Moreover, by Lemma A.9, Q.C is in ord( /0,P′).
By the definition of prefix, P.C is the first type of the form Q′.C in ord( /0,P′). Thus, since Q.C ∈ ord( /0,P′), either P = Q, or P.C
occurs before Q.C in ord( /0,P′). If the former, then ` P≤Q by reflexivity. If the latter, than there is a type T ′′ such that P.C occurs
before Q.C in ord( /0,T ′′).C. Therefore, P occurs before Q in ord( /0,T ′′). Since P.C is the first type of the form Q′.C in ord( /0,P′), it
must be that P is the first element of ord( /0,T ′′). Thus T ′′ = P, and therefore ` P≤Q. 
The following two lemmas show that class table rules and subtyping judgments for simple classes do not depend on the variable
context.
Lemma A.28 If CT(Γ,P0,P) =C ext Ts {L ~F M} then CT( /0,P0,P) =C ext Ts {L ~F M}.
Proof. By induction on CT(Γ,P0,P) = C ext Ts {L ~F M}. The inductive hypothesis is that for all CT(Γ,P′0,P′) occurring in the
derivation of CT(Γ,P0,P), we have CT( /0,P′0,P′), and moreover, that if C′ ext T ′s {L′ ~F ′ M′} ∈ classes(Γ,P0,P), then T ′s is a simple
class.
Case CT-OUTER, CT-NEST:
CT( /0,P0,P) follows from inductive hypothesis; for all C′ ext T ′s {L′ ~F ′ M′} ∈ Ls •L{P0/This}, we must have T ′s a
simple class, because of the inductive hypothesis, and the fact that a simple class P0 is substituted for This.
Case CT-RUNTIME, CT-DEP, CT-PRE:
Impossible.

Lemma A.29 If Γ ` P≤P′ then /0 ` P≤P′
Proof. Proof is by induction on Γ ` P≤P′.
Case ≤-EXTENDS:
super(Γ,P) = P′. Result follows from Lemma A.28.
Case ≤-NEST:
Follows from inductive hypothesis.
Case ≤-RUNTIME:
No simple class is in dom(exact-class), and so this case is impossible.

The next lemma states that the ord function is closed under substitution.
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Lemma A.30 If x : Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, and T0 ∈ ord(Γ,T1) and Γ{b/x} ` super(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x})≤ (super(Γ,T1)){b/x}, then
there is a T such that T ≈ T0{b/x} and T ∈ ord(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x}).
Proof. Assume x : Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, and Γ{b/x} ` super(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x})≤ (super(Γ,T1)){b/x}. Proof is by induction of
the definition of ord(Γ,T1). Inductive hypothesis is that for all T0 ∈ ord(Γ,T1), there is a T such that T ≈ T0{b/x} and T ∈
ord(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x}).
Case T1 = Object:
If T0 ∈ ord(Γ,T1), then it must be the case that T0 = Object, and so T0{b/x} = Object ∈ [Object] =
ord(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x}).
Case T1 = T ′1.C:
ord(Γ,T1) = ord(Γ,T ′1).C , ord(Γ,super(Γ,T ′1.C)), so either T0 = T ′0.C and T ′0 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1), or T0 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)).
If T0 = T ′0.C and T ′0 ∈ ord(Γ,T ′1), then by the inductive hypothesis there is a T ′ such that T ′ ≈ T ′0{b/x} and
T ′ ∈ ord(Γ{b/x},T ′1{b/x}). Now, T ′.C ≈ T0{b/x} and T ′.C ∈ ord(Γ{b/x},T ′1{b/x}).C = ord(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x}), as
required.
If T0 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)), then by the inductive hypothesis, there is a T ′ such that T ′ ≈ T0{b/x}
and T ′ ∈ ord(Γ{b/x},super(Γ,T1){b/x}). By Lemma A.10, there is a T such that T ′ ≈ T and T ∈
ord(Γ{b/x},super(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x})). By transitivity, T ≈ T0{b/x}, as required.
Case T1 6= T.C and T1 6= Object:
ord(Γ,T1) = T1,ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)), so either T0 = T1, or T0 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)).
If T0 = T1, then T0{b/x}= T1{b/x} and so T0{b/x} ∈ ord(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x}) = T1{b/x},ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1{b/x})), as
required.
If T0 ∈ ord(Γ,super(Γ,T1)), then by the inductive hypothesis, there is a T ′ such that T ′ ≈ T0{b/x},
and T ′ ∈ ord(Γ{b/x},super(Γ,T1){b/x}). By Lemma A.10, there is a T such that T ′ ≈ T and T ∈
ord(Γ{b/x},super(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x})). By transitivity, T ≈ T0{b/x}, as required.

The exact-class function is also closed under substitution.
Lemma A.31 Assume x : Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx. If T0 ≈ T1, then T0{b/x} ≈ T1{b/x}, and if exact-class(T0) = P then
exact-class(T0{b/x}) = P.
Proof. By inspection of the exact-class(T ) rules in Figure 10. 
We define substitution for class declarations to perform the substitution only on the extends clause of nested classes; substi-
tution of a base value b for variable x does not affect the fields and methods of a class; substitution within fields and methods is
performed in the static semantics (see Figure 14).
Definition A.32
(C ext T {L ~F M}){b/x}=C ext T{b/x} {L{b/x} ~F M}
The rules for CT(Γ,T0,T ) and Γ ` p final T are mutually recursive. We prove a single substitution lemma to cover both
judgments. Because there is no subsumption rule for the judgment Γ ` p final T , it is not closed under substitution, but we can
state a weaker property.
Lemma A.33 (Path and CT substitution) If x :Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, then
(i) if Γ ` p final T then Γ{b/x} ` p{b/x} final T0, where Γ{b/x} ` T0≤T{b/x}. Moreover, if T is a simple class, then T0 is
a simple class; and
(ii) if CT(Γ,T2,T1) = C ext Ts {L ~F M} then CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},T1{b/x}) = C′ ext T ′s {L′ ~F M} for some L′, T ′s and C′
where L{b/x}b L′, and Γ{b/x} ` T ′s ≤Ts{b/x}
Proof. Assume x : Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx. The proof is by induction on derivations of the form Γ ` p final T and CT(Γ,T2,T1) =
C ext Ts {L ~F M}.
Case F-LOC, F-NULL:
Either p = `P or p = null, and so p{b/x}= p. Both (i) and (ii) hold trivially.
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Case F-VAR:
If p = y where y 6= x, then p{b/x} = p = y. By F-VAR, we have y : T ∈ Γ, and therefore, y : T{b/x} ∈ Γ{b/x}. Thus,
Γ{b/x} ` y final T{b/x}, proving (i), and (ii) holds trivially.
If p = x, then T = Tx and p{b/x}= b. Since ` b :Tx, then ` b final T0 for some T0 where ` T0≤Tx. This is because if
b = null, then clearly ` b final Tx, and if b = `P for some P, then ` P≤Tx and ` b final P. Note that in either case,
if Tx is a simple class, then ` b final P′ for some simple class P′.
Thus, by Lemma A.22, Γ{b/x} ` b final T0 and, by Lemma A.23, Γ{b/x} ` T0 ≤Tx. Since ` b : Tx, by Lemma A.24
we have ` Tx wf, and so it must be the case that x does not occur in FV(Tx), where FV(Tx) are the free variables of Tx.
Thus Tx = Tx{b/x}. Therefore, Γ{b/x} ` T0≤Tx{b/x}, and so (i) holds; (ii) holds trivially.
Case F-GET:
p = q. f for some path q and field f , and so Γ ` q final Tq for some Tq and T = Tf {q/this} for some Tf where
ftype(Γ,Tq, f ) = final Tf .
By the induction hypothesis, Γ{b/x} ` q{b/x} final T1, for some T1 such that Γ{b/x} ` T1≤Tq{b/x}.
Also, since ftype(Γ,Tq, f ) = final Tf , it must be the case that for some type Td ∈ ord(Γ,Tq), the judgment
CT(Γ,Tq,Td) =Cd ext Tsd {Ld ~Fd Md} occurs in the derivation of ftype(Γ,Tq, f ) = final Tf , and final Tf f = e f is
in ~Fd . So, by the induction hypothesis, it must be the case that CT(Γ{b/x},Tq{b/x},Td{b/x}) =Cd ext T ′sd {L′d ~F ′d M′d}
and final Tf f = e f is in ~F ′d .
Now since CT(Γ,Tq,Tq) appears in the derivation of ftype(Γ,Tq, f ), the inductive hypothesis applies, and thus
Γ ` super(Γ{b/x},Tq{b/x}) ≤ (super(Γ,Tq)){b/x}. Lemma A.30 applies, and so there is some T ′d such that
T ′d ≈ Td{b/x} and T ′d ∈ ord(Γ{b/x},Tq{b/x}), and by Lemma A.7, fields(Γ,T ′d ,T ′d) = fields(Γ,Td ,Td), and softype(Γ{b/x},Tq{b/x}, f ) = final Tf . Lemma A.11 ensures that ftype(Γ{b/x},T1, f ) = final Tf .
We can use F-GET to derive Γ{b/x} ` q{b/x}. f final Tf {q{b/x}/this}, or equivalently, Γ{b/x} `
q. f{b/x} final T{b/x}. Note that if T is a simple class then so is T{b/x}. Thus, (i) holds; (ii) holds trivially.
Case F-RUNTIME:
We have Γ` p final T ′ for some T ′ such that T ≈ T ′. By the induction hypothesis, we have Γ{b/x} ` p{b/x} final T0,
where Γ{b/x} ` T0≤T ′{b/x}, and so Γ{b/x} ` T0≤T{b/x}, by ≤-RUNTIME and Lemma A.31.
Note that if T cannot be a simple class, as simple classes are not in the domain of exact-class. Thus, (i) holds; (ii) holds
trivially.
Case CT-OUTER:
T1 = T1{b/x}=C. Also, TCT(C) =C ext P {Lt ~F M} and classes(Γ,T2,P) = Lp for some P, Lt , and Lp. This means
that L = Lp •Lt{T2/This}, and Ts = P.
By the induction hypothesis, we have classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},P) = L′′ for some L′′ such that Lp{b/x}b L′′.
Using CT-OUTER, we can conclude that CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},C) =C ext P {L′′ •Lt{T2/This} ~F M}, and moreover,
L{b/x}= (Lp •Lt{T2/This}){b/x}= (Lp{b/x}•Lt{T2/This})b (L′′ •Lt{T2/This}), by Lemma A.13. Thus (ii) is
true; (i) holds trivially.
Case CT-NEST:
T1 = T.C, for some T . Therefore T1{b/x} = T{b/x}.C, CT(Γ,T,T ) = Ct ext Tt {Lt ~Ft Mt}, classes(Γ,T2,Ts) = Ls,
C ext Ts {Ln ~F M} is a member of Lt , and L = Ls •Ln{T2/This}.
By the induction hypothesis, we have CT(Γ{b/x},T{b/x},T{b/x}) =C′t ext T ′t {L′t ~F ′t M′t} where Lt{b/x}b L′t . Thus
C ext Ts{b/x} {Ln{b/x} ~F M} is a member of L′t .
Also by the induction hypothesis, classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},Ts{b/x}) = L′s where Ls{b/x}b L′s.
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Using CT-NEST, we can show that CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},T{b/x}.C) = C ext Ts{b/x} {L′s •
Ln{b/x}{T2{b/x}/This} ~F M}.
Moreover, L{b/x} = (Ls • Ln{T2/This}){b/x} b L′s • Ln{b/x}{T2{b/x}/This} = L′s • Ln{T2/This}{b/x}, by
Lemma A.13. Thus, (ii) holds; (i) holds trivially.
Case CT-RUNTIME:
We have class(T ) = P, classes(Γ,T0,P) = L and CT(Γ,T2,T1) = ext P {L• /0}.
By the induction hypothesis, we have classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},P) = L′p for some L′p such that Lp{b/x}b L′p. Also, by
Lemma A.31 we have class(T1{b/x}) = P (and also that T1{b/x} ∈ dom(exact-class)).
We can use CT-RUNTIME to derive that CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},T1{b/x}) = ext P {L′p • /0}, and so (ii) holds; (i) is true
trivially.
Case CT-DEP:
T1 = p.class, Γ ` p final P, Ts = P, and classes(Γ,T2,P) = Lp for Lp such that L = Lp • /0.
By the induction hypothesis, we have classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},P) = L′p for some L′p such that Lp{b/x}b L′p.
Also by the induction hypothesis, we have Γ{b/x} ` p{b/x} final T0 for some T0 such that Γ{b/x} ` T0 ≤P. Let
classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},T0) = L0. By Lemma A.14, L′p b L0, and thus Lp{b/x}b L0.
If p{b/x}.class 6∈ dom(exact-class) then using CT-DEP, we can derive that CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x}, p{b/x}.class) =
ext P {L0 • /0}. By Lemma A.13, (Lp • /0){b/x}= Lp{b/x}• /0b L0 • /0, and so (ii) holds; (i) is true trivially.
If p{b/x}.class ∈ dom(exact-class) then p = x, b = `Pb , for some Pb such that Γ ` Pb≤P, and thus by A.29 and A.23,
Γ{b/x} ` Pb≤P. Let classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},Pb) = Lb. By Lemma A.14 we have L′p b Lb. Using CT-RUNTIME, we
can deduce that CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x}, `Pb .class) = ext Pb {Lb • /0}. Thus, (ii) holds; (i) is true trivially.
Case CT-PRE:
T1 = P[T :P.C], and Ts = P, for some P, T , and C. Moreover classes(Γ,T2,P) = Lp for some Lp such that L = Lp • /0.
By the induction hypothesis, we have classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},P) = L′p for some L′p such that Lp{b/x}b L′p.
If T{b/x} 6∈ dom(exact-class) then using CT-PRE, we can derive that CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},P[T{b/x} : P.C]) =
ext P {L′p • /0}. Note that (Lp • /0){b/x} = Lp{b/x} • /0 b L′p • /0, by Lemma A.13, and so (ii) holds; (i) is true
trivially.
If T{b/x} ∈ dom(exact-class) then P[T{b/x} : P.C] ∈ dom(exact-class). Let exact-class(P[T{b/x} : P.C]) = Pb. By
Lemma A.27, Γ ` Pb ≤ P and thus by A.29 and A.23, Γ{b/x} ` Pb ≤ P. Let classes(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x},Pb) = Lb.
By Lemma A.14 we have L′p b Lb. Using CT-RUNTIME, we can deduce that CT(Γ{b/x},T2{b/x}, `Pb .class) =
ext Pb {Lb • /0}. Thus, (ii) holds; (i) is true trivially.

Lemma A.33 has some useful corollaries.
Lemma A.34 (Field substitution) If x : Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, and ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti, then ftype(Γ{b/x},T{b/x}, fi) =
[final] Ti.
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti and Lemma A.33. 
Lemma A.35 (Method type substitution) If x : Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, and mtype(Γ,T1,T2,m) = (~x : ~T ) → Tr, then
mtype(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x},T2{b/x},m) = (~x : ~T )→ Tr.
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of mtype(Γ,T1,T2,m) = (~x : ~T )→ Tr and Lemma A.33. 
From Lemma A.33, we can show that subtyping is closed under substitution.
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Lemma A.36 (Substitution in ≤) If x :Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, and Γ ` T1≤T2, then Γ{b/x} ` T1{b/x}≤T2{b/x}.
Proof. Assume x : Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx and Γ ` T1 ≤T2. The proof is by induction on the derivation of Γ ` T1 ≤T2. Reflexivity is
immediate and transitivity follow from the induction hypothesis.
Case ≤-EXTENDS:
Then T2 = super(Γ,T1) and by the definition of super, we have CT(Γ,T1,T1) = C ext T2 {L ~F M}. By Lemma A.33,
CT(Γ{b/x},T1{b/x},T1{b/x}) =C′ ext T ′2 {L′ ~F M}, where Γ{b/x} ` T ′2 ≤T2{b/x}.
By ≤-EXTENDS we have Γ{b/x} ` T1{b/x}≤T ′2 , and so Γ{b/x} ` T1{b/x}≤T2{b/x} by transitivity.
Case ≤-NEST:
The case holds by the induction hypothesis.
Case ≤-RUNTIME:
Then T1 ≈ T2. By Lemma A.31, T1{b/x} ≈ T2{b/x} and we can derive Γ{b/x} ` T1{b/x}≤T2{b/x}.

The following lemma states that type well-formedness is closed under substitution of base values into types.
Lemma A.37 (Well-formedness substitution) If x :Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, and Γ ` T wf, then Γ{b/x} ` T{b/x} wf.
Proof. The proof is by induction on derivation of Γ ` T wf.
Case WF-OUTER:
Trivial.
Case WF-NEST:
T = T ′.C, and T{b/x}= T ′{b/x}.C. We also have C ext Ts {L ~F M} ∈ classes(Γ,T ′,T ′).
By the inductive hypothesis, Γ{b/x} ` T ′{b/x} wf. By Lemma A.33, classes(Γ,T ′,T ′){b/x} b
classes(Γ{b/x},T ′{b/x},T ′{b/x}), and so there is a declaration for C in classes(Γ{b/x},T ′{b/x},T ′{b/x}).
Thus, Γ{b/x} ` T ′{b/x}.C wf.
Case WF-DEP:
T = p.class, and Γ ` p final P for some p and P. By Lemma A.33, Γ{b/x} ` p{b/x} final P′ for some P′. Thus,
Γ{b/x} ` T{b/x} wf.
Case WF-PRE:
T = P[T ′ :P.C] for some P andT ′. Moreover, Γ ` P.C wf, Γ ` T ′ wf, is-exact(T ′), and Γ ` T ′≤P.C.
By the inductive hypothesis, we have Γ{b/x} ` P.C wf and Γ{b/x} ` T ′{b/x} wf. Inspection of the definition of
is-exact() shows that is-exact(T ′) if and only if is-exact(T ′{b/x}). By Lemma A.36, Γ{b/x} ` T ′{b/x}≤P.C. Thus,
we can use WF-PRE to deduce that Γ{b/x} ` P[T ′ :P.C]{b/x} wf.

Finally, we can state a substitution lemma for typing judgments.
Lemma A.38 (Substitution) If x :Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx, and Γ ` e : T , then Γ{b/x} ` e{b/x} : T{b/x}.
Proof. Assume x :Tx ∈ Γ and ` b : Tx. The proof is by induction on the derivation of Γ ` e : T .
Case e = `P, e = null, e = y, e = final T1 x = e1; e2:
Trivial, as e{b/x}= e.
Case e = x:
T = Tx and x{b/x}= b, and ` b :Tx by assumption.
Case e = final T1 y = e1; e2:
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Follows from induction hypothesis and Lemma A.37.
Case e = p. fi:
Follows from induction hypothesis, Lemma A.33, and Lemma A.34.
Case e = p. fi =[final] e1; e2:
Follows from induction hypothesis, Lemma A.33, and Lemma A.34.
Case e = p.m(~v):
Follows from induction hypothesis, Lemma A.33, and Lemma A.35.
Case e = v.superP.m(~v):
Follows from induction hypothesis, Lemma A.33, Lemma A.37, and Lemma A.35.
Case e = new T as x {~f =~e}:
Follows from induction hypothesis, and Lemma A.34.
Case T-DEP:
Follows from Lemma A.33.
Case T-≤:
Follows from the induction hypothesis, Lemma A.36, and Lemma A.19.

A.7 Subject reduction
Because expressions in our language are evaluated in a heap, to state the subject reduction lemma, we first define a well-typedness
condition for heaps and for configurations 〈H,e〉.
Definition 6.1 (Well-typed heaps) A heap H is well-typed if for any memory location `P ∈ dom(H),
• H(`P) = P { f = `P′},
• ` ftype( /0,P, f ) = T ,
• ` `P′ :T{`P/this}, and
• `P′ ⊆ dom(H)
Definition 6.2 (Well-formed configurations) A configuration 〈H,e〉 is well-formed if H is well-typed and for any location `P free
in e, `P ∈ dom(H).
We state one more lemma before proving subject reduction.
Lemma A.39 (Evaluation contexts) Assume Γ ` e :T ′ and Γ ` e′ :T ′. If Γ ` E[e] :T , then Γ ` E[e′] :T .
Proof. By structural induction on E. 
The subject reduction lemma states that a step taken in the evaluation of a well-formed configuration results in a well-formed
configuration.
Lemma 6.3 (Subject reduction) Suppose ` e : T , 〈H,e〉 is well-formed, and 〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉. Then ` e′ : T and 〈H ′,e′〉 is
well-formed.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of 〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉.
Case R-LET:
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Then e = final T ′ x = b; e and e′ = e{b/x}.
If ` final T ′ x = b; e :T , then by T-LET, we have ` b :T ′ and x :T ′ ` e :T . By Lemma A.38, ` e{b/x} :T{b/x}. Since
` T wf, we have FV(T ) = /0, and hence T{b/x}= T . Thus, ` e{b/x} :T .
Case R-GET:
Then e = `P. fi and e′ = bi and T = Ti{`P/this}.
Since ` `P. fi :Ti{`P/this}, by T-GET, ` `P :T ′ for some T ′ where ftype( /0,T ′, fi) = [final] Ti.
Since H is well-typed, H(`P) = { f = b}, and in particular, ` bi :Ti{`P/this}, or equivalently ` bi :T .
Case R-SET:
Then e = `P. fi = b; e′.
Since ` `P. fi = b; e′ :T , then by T-SET, we have: ` `P :T ′ for some T ′ where ftype( /0,T ′, fi) = [final] Ti, and ` e′ :T ,
and ` b :Ti{`P/this}.
Now, since H is well-typed and since H(`P) = P { f = b}, we have: ` b :T{`P/this} and bi = null or bi ∈ dom(H).
Now, H ′(`P) = P { f = b′} where b′j = b j for j = 1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 1, . . . ,n and b′i = b. If b 6= null, b is free in e′, and
therefore, b ∈ dom(H) and thus is in dom(H ′). Thus H ′ is well-typed and 〈H ′,e′〉 is well-formed.
Case R-CALL:
Then e = `P.m(~b) and e′ = e′′{`P/this,~b/~x} where mbody(P,P,m) = (~x,e′′). And T = T ′′{`P/this,~b/~x}.
Since ` `P.m(~b) :T ′′{`P/this,~b/~x}, we have by R-CALL, mtype( /0,P,P,m) = (~x :~T )→ T ′′.
Now, since mbody(P,P,m) = (~x,e′′) and mtype( /0,P,P,m) = (~x :~T )→ T ′′, by Lemma A.2, there is a P′ where ` P≤P′
such that this :P′,~x :~T ` e′′ :T ′′.
By Lemma A.38, we have ` e′′{`P/this,~b/~x} :T ′′{`P/this,~b/~x}, or equivalently ` e′ :T .
Case R-SUPER:
Then e = `P.superQ.m(~b) and e′ = e′′{`P/this,~b/~x}, where mbody(P,Q,m) = (~x,e′′). And T = T ′′{`P/this,~b/~x}.
The proof is similar to previous case, but uses the observation that if next( /0,P,Q) = Q′, then Q′ follows Q in ord( /0,P).
Case R-NEW:
Then e = new T as x {~f =~e} and e′ = `P.~f ′ =final ~e′; `P, where runtime-class(T ) = P. and e′i is defined as follows:
If f ′i ∈ f , then e′i = ei{`P/x}; if f ′i ∈ f ′− f , then e′i = finit( /0,P, fi){`P/this} where f ′ = fnames( /0,P).
Since ` new T as x {~f =~e} :T by T-NEW, we have ftype( /0,P, f ) = [final] T and x :T ` e : T{x/this} for some T .
Since runtime-class(T ) = P, by T-LOC, we have ` `P :T .
Thus, to prove that the sequence of field assignments ending in `P is well-typed and has type T , we need only show for
each assignment `P. f ′i = e′i, if ftype( /0,P, f ′i ) = [final] T ′i , then ` e′i : T ′i {`P/this}.
There are two cases.
1. If f ′i ∈ f , then e′i = ei{`P/x}. Since ftype( /0,P, f ′i ) = [final] T ′i , we have by T-NEW Γ,x :P ` ei :T ′i {x/this}. By
Lemma A.38, we can derive ` ei{`P/x} :T ′i {x/this}{`P/x} and hence ` e′i :T ′i {`P/this}.
2. If f ′i ∈ f ′− f , then e′i = e′′i {`P/this}, where finit( /0,P, f ′i ) = e′′i . Since ftype( /0,P, f ′i ) = [final] T ′i , by Lemma A.3,
there is a P′ such that ` P≤P′ and this:P′ ` e′′i :T ′i . Thus, by applying Lemma A.38, we have ` e′i :T ′i {`P/this}.
Thus, we can derive by T-NEW, ` `P.~f ′ =final ~e′; `P :P.
Next, we have to show that 〈H,e′〉 is well-formed. First, observe that `P is free in e′ and is also in dom(H ′). Second,
H ′(`P) = P { f ′ = null}. Since ` null : T for any well-formed T , and fnames(P) = f ′, H ′ is well-typed. Since e′ is
also well-typed, 〈H ′,e′〉 is well-formed.
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Case R-CONG:
Then e = E[e1] and e′ = E[e′1], where 〈H,e1〉 −→ 〈H,e′1〉.
Since ` E[e1] :T , there is a T1 such that ` e1 :T1.
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, ` e′1 :T1 and H ′ is well-formed.
Finally, by Lemma A.39, ` E[e′1] :T .
Case R-NULL:
Then e = E[N] and e′ = null. If Γ ` e : T , then Γ ` null : T by T-NULL.

A.8 Progress
To prove the progress lemma, we need the following additional lemma.
Lemma A.40 If ` T wf then either
(i) T = TE[p], for some access path p 6= `P; or
(ii) there is a P such that runtime-class(T ) = P.
Proof. By structural induction on T .
Case T =C:
Case (ii) holds.
Case T = T ′.C:
By the inductive hypothesis, either (i) T ′ = TE[p], for some access path p 6= `P, in which case T = TE[p], using the type
evaluation context TE.C; or (ii) there is a P′ such that runtime-class(T ′) = P′, and so runtime-class(T ) = P′.C.
Case T = p.class:
If p 6= `P then T = TE[p], and so (i) holds. Otherwise, p = `P, and runtime-classT = P, and so (ii) holds.
Case T = P[T ′ :P.C]:
By the inductive hypothesis, either (i) T ′ = TE[p], for some access path p 6= `P, in which case T = TE[p], using the
type evaluation context P[TE : P.C]; or (ii) there is a P′ such that runtime-class(T ′) = P′, and so runtime-class(T ) =
prefix(P,runtime-class(T ′),runtime-class(T ′),P.C).

The progress lemma states that for any well-formed configuration 〈H,e〉, either e is a base value `P or null, or 〈H,e〉 can make
a step according to the operational semantics.
Lemma 6.4 (Progress) If ` e : T , ` T wf, 〈H,e〉 is well-formed, then either e = b or there is a configuration 〈H ′,e′〉 such that
〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on e.
Case e = `P or e = null:
Then e = b.
Case e = x:
Impossible since x is not well-typed in the empty environment.
Case e = final T x = e1; e2:
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Since e is well-typed, by T-LET, ` T wf. There are three cases for T .
If T = TE[null], then 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-NULL.
If T = TE[p] for some access path p 6= b, then 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-CONG.
If T = TE[`P′ ], then by Lemma A.40, there is a P such that runtime-class(T ) = P. In this case, if e1 6= b, then e = E[e1]
and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-CONG. Otherwise, e′ can make a step by R-LET.
Case e = p. fi:
Since p is well-typed in the empty environment, there are three cases for p.
If p = null, then e = N and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-NULL.
If p = p′. f ′ for some p′, then e = E[p′] and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-CONG.
If p = `P, then by T-GET, we have ` `P : P. Since H is well-typed, H(`P) = P { f = b} and fi ∈ f . Thus, e can make a
step by R-GET.
Case e = p. fi =[final] e1; e2:
Since p is well-typed in the empty environment, there are three cases for p.
If p = null, then e = N and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-NULL.
If p = p′. f ′ for some p′, then e = E[p′] and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-CONG.
If p = `P, then by T-SET, ` `P : P. If e1 = b, then since H is well-typed, H(`P) = P { f = b} and fi ∈ f . In this case e
can make a step by R-SET. If e1 6= b, then e = E[e1] and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-CONG.
Case e = p.m(~v):
Since p is well-typed in the empty environment, there are three cases for p.
If p = null, then e = N and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-NULL.
If p = p′. f ′ for some p′, then e = E[p′] and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-CONG.
If p = `P, then by T-CALL, ` `P : P and mtype( /0,P,P,m) = (~x : ~T )→ T ′ for some ~x, ~T , and T ′ such that #(~x) = #(~v).
Since `~v : ~T{`P/this},~v =~b. It is easy to see that mbody(P,P,m) = (~x,e0). Thus, 〈H,e〉 can take a step by R-CALL.
Case e = v.superQ.m(~v):
Since v and~v are well-typed in the empty environment, v = b and~v =~b.
If v = null, then e = N and 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-NULL.
Otherwise, v = `P. By T-SUPER, we have mtype( /0,Q,super( /0,Q),m) = (~x :~T ) → T ′ for some ~x, ~T , and T ′. Since
super( /0,Q) follows Q in ord( /0,Q), next( /0,P,Q) must implement m with the same signature and thus, mtype( /0,P,Q,m)=
(~x :~T )→ T ′, where #(~x) = #(~b). It is easy to see that if next( /0,P,Q) = Q′, mbody(Q′,Q′,m) = (~x,e0). In this case e′ can
make a step by R-SUPER.
Case e = new T as x {~f =~e}:
Since ` T wf, there are three cases.
If T = TE[p] for some access path p that is not a base value b, then 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-CONG.
If T = TE[null], then 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-NULL.
If T = TE[`P′ ], then by Lemma A.40, there is a P such that runtime-class(T ) = P. By T-NEW, we have ftype( /0,P, f ) =
[final] T , and it is easy to see that f ⊆ fnames( /0,P). In this case, 〈H,e〉 can make a step by R-NEW.

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A.9 Soundness
Finally, we define the normal form of a configuration, define well-formedness for programs, and state the soundness theorem.
Definition 6.5 (Normal forms) A configuration 〈H,e〉 is in normal form if there is no 〈H ′,e′〉 such that 〈H,e〉 −→ 〈H ′,e′〉.
Definition 6.6 A program Pr = 〈TCT,e〉 is well-formed if ` TCT ok and /0 ` e :T for some T such that /0 ` T wf.
Theorem 6.7 (Soundness) Given a well-formed program Pr = 〈TCT,e〉, if the configuration 〈 /0,e〉 is well-formed and ` e : T , and
if 〈H ′,e′〉 is a normal form such that 〈 /0,e〉 −→∗ 〈H ′,e′〉, then e′ is either a location `P ∈ dom(H ′) or null and ` e′ : T .
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.4. 
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